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where A- and B are as before, (20) and (21) above. So now
the solution is, like the old one, explicit in terms of the ter
minal operators.
Comparison of Wave and Vibrational Solutions to deduce
Relation of Divergent to Convergent Bessel functions.
§ 339. We have thus, in (22) and (32), obtained two entirely
different forms of solution of the same problem. In one way
we built it up with the primary waves and their reflections
and it is certainly right (barring possible working errors).
The other way ignores waves altogether, or indeed any sort of
elementary component solutions, but is entirely operational.
using formulm which are convergent, when numerical. But
the form (32) may be expanded by the expansion theorem
into a series of normal functions of the subsiding or vibrating
kind. We may therefore for the present regard (32) as repre
senting this· normal expansion, in the same way as we may
regard (22) as representing the series of waves, for every wave
given in operational form may be algebrised if we like. We
therefore prove the strict equivalence of the series of normal
solutions and the series of waves, arising out of (32) and (22)
respectively.
But, besides that, we may regard the investigations alge
braically and numerically. For q may be a positive constant.
namely, when Z = R and Y = K. It is then the steady state
due to h that is in question throughout, which is instantly
assumed when h varies, because the speed v is infinite, and
there ai;e no time differentiations concerned in the various
operators, which become constants or functions of x. So we
prove the numerical equivalence of (22) and (32), when qx is
positive number, apart from their equivalence as operational
formulm. What are then the relations between the divergent
functions H, K and the convergent functions Im and Lm ?
They are involved in (22) and (32) of course, but it is not
clear at: first how they are to be exhibited. We must either
rearrange (32) to show identically the same form as (22), or
else the other way. But a trial with the sum and difference
of Im and Lm used in (22) shows the way. Thus, keeping
entirely to (22) at present, let
K,,.,, = I_'?"-- I,�.
Hmx = Im, + Lm,,
(34 ),
s1n 111r.
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These are merely to define H and K, without present
reference to the former meanings. Then (32) becomes
Z
{½(1 + r)Hmz + Hr-1) sinmir K ,,.,J
V1 = __½'ll" h.
x"'Jr(s-r) sm m;;x {½(1+s)HmN+ ½(s-l) sinm'II" Km,}, (35)
which is expressible as
Zh (Hmz + aKm.,)(Hmy + bKm,,)
V1 = ½r.
,
xm m
4sinmir
y
(s-r)
(1+r) (1 +s)
if

r-1
a=--smm'II",
r+l

b

s-1 .
=--Slnm;;-1
s+l

(36) •

(37)

in the numerator of (36). Here r and s are given in (33),
according to which (37) become
H,,.1 + DHm+l,l
(38)
Kmi -BKm+i,l
Next, there is the denominator in (36). Putting it in terms
of a and bin (37), we find its value is 2(b-a). So
_ ¼r.Zh (Hm,, + aK,,.,,)(Hmv + bK,,.y)
Vixm m
b-a
y

(39)

This being merely a modification of (32), compare it with.
(22). They are identical; for the present a, b given by (38)_
are identical with the a, b of the divergent investigation, viz.,,
ai in (21) and the reciprocal of b1 in (20). But in (22), H
and K are defined by the divergent series, whilst in (39) they
are defined in terms of the convergent series, through (34).
It follows apparently that (34) express the equivalence between
the divergent and convergent iormulw.
But it is not a rigorous proof. For there is just this pos.'
sibility in a proof by comparison. However improbable it
may be, it is possible (unless proved to be impossible) for
some other combination of the functions I,,. and L.,,, to behave
in the same way as regards reducing (32) to identically the
form (22). If it did, we should soon find out something
anomalous by the impossibilities which would arise on further
pursuit. However, I may mention here that in Part 3 of my
Paper on "Operators in Physical �Iathcmatics" (May, 1894),
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I have given an investigation which transforms the Im and I -m
functions to Hm and Km functfons according to (34). It is an
entirely different process to the above, effecting the trans
formation by algebra alone, without any differentiations or
integrations. Of this I will give some account in Chapter VII.
The ·above suggested ambiguity does occur. For if we put
Hm = 2lm instead of Im +I_m, and still use the second of (34),
we shall arrive at the same result, equation (39).
Going further, if we use
lm=pHm+O" sinm1rKm,
(40)
leaving p and O" arbitrary, in place of the first of (34), still
using the second, the result is that the right member of (39)
is multiplied by 2p, so we require p =½ to harmonise the con
vergent and divergent formula. As for O", it does not appear
in the result at all, so it looks at first as if it were indeter
minate, and that
H m = 2Im -2CTSin m1rKm,
(41)
with any value of O". But there is another consideration. The
last formula must not contradict the second of (34). Now
H m and I{,,. are even functions of m, so the last equation
makes
H,,.= 21-m+20"sinm1r. Km.
(42)
By addition, we obtain the first relation in (34); and by sub
traction the second relation, provided O" = - ½, and only then.
So the matter is made square.
Nature of Algebraical Transformation from Divergent to
Convergent Formulre.
§ 339. But I have previously given an investigation which
covers the case of integrality of m. I have shown that the opera
tional solution of a certain physical problem, when algebrised
in one way leads to the convergent form of the zeroth Bessel
function, and in another way leads to the divergent form ;
thus, H 0 =210• Now, given a Bessel function of any order,
all those differing from it in order by an integer may, as is
known, be derived by complete differentiations, as in (18) and
(27) above. Therefore Hm = 2Im , when m is any integer.
To see what the rigorous mathematicians have to say on
this matter, I have referred to the latest treatise (Gray and
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�Iathews). On p. GS, equation (142) is a result given, which,
allowing for the difference in notation, harmonises with the
second of (34). But the other result given, equation (143), is
discordant. It is equivalent to Hmx = 2Ima, in my notation, and
is therefore.true only when mis an integer, in which case the
functions I,,, and I_n, become identical, as (23) shows. :No
proof is given in either case.
As regards the algebraical transformation from the diver
gent to the convergent series, it goes thus. Let
(½qx)m+2r+2
(fqx)m+2r-2
(½qxr+2r+ --"��--_ , • ,+-��---+
��Bm(qx, 1.)Im+r - I Ir-1 Im+r t._ Im+ r+ I_ 11·+1
+... . (43)
This Bm function is the generalised Bessel function of the
mth order. In it, r is any number positive or negative. If we
increase r by 1 it reproduces itse!f, so it is a periodic function
of r. The series is to be continued both ways, unless it stops.
Now in the H, K formuliu, put for t!l"' and 1a "' the following
generalised expressions,
(qx)'-1 (qx) (qx)r+l
t!1,,_
- ...+--+--+---+
... '
(44)
lr-1
_t
Jr+ l
1

(qx)7+1 ... ,
(qx)'-I (qx)'- ----+
"'cosrrr=,,,----+[.:
lr+l
lr- 1

1a1

(45)

where r is as before. In (44) the signs are all+; in (45)
they are alternately+ and -. On performing the multipli
cations, the H, K functions are turned into B functions
according to the following :Bm(qx,r) = ½Hm(qx) -½Km(qx) sinr.(m+2r).

(46)
Change the sign of m to obtain a second formula. The two
formulre then give Hm and Km in terms of Bm and B -m•
When r is zero or any integer, Bm reduces to fm, and we
obtain (34) above. In the generalised formulre ( 43) to (46),
qx should be a real positive quantity, except in special cases.
The identity of Im and L-m when m is integral, makes the
second of (34) assume the 0/0 form. Then take the limit.
Thus,

R ..... = _ ! _1_. (1ll,,,,, -dl_=),
r. cos mrr dm
dm

(47)
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Or, by (23),

m
m+2
+ 1}
-KmxCOS m.. = .!.{2Imxlog1�+ (iirx) f'(m) + (½irx) f'(m
'Ir

2

�

�

. + (½qx)-mj'( - m) + oir.c)-m+:t'( - 11l + 1) + ••• } ' (48}
l!__
�
1
if f(m) = (E)- and f'(m) is its derivative. The convergent
formula before given for !{0 is a special case of this. The
general case presents no difficulty, but requires f(m) to be
explained, which belongs to Chapter VII., along with related
matters concerning the development of wave formulre.
The reader should be cautioned against concluding that
equivalence, as of a divergent and a convergent formula,
means identity. The fact that they are different shows that
they are not alike in all respects, arn) cannot be interchanged
under all circumstances. I am inclined to think that this is
true even when the equivalence exists between two conver
gent formulre of different iypes, in fact, what rigorous mathe
maticians call an identity. Or there may be equivalence when
the argument is real, but not when it is imaginary or even
negative. The extent to which equivale'n'ce persists is an
interesting matter, but is better observed in the practical
concrete examples than theorised about uppn, incomplete data.
Experience and experiment must precede theory.
,,

Rationality in p of Operational Solutions with two Boundaries.
Solutions in terms of Im and I{m•
� 341. In order to convert the operational solution to a.
series of Bessel normal functions we naturally use in the
first place the form (32), involving the convergent functions
We are virtually in possession of the unit impulsive function,
-that is, by putting h = pQ, and developing by the expansion
theorem, the result is a formula showing how the charge Q,
initially at y, subsequently behaves. But _to allow of this
development, (32) should be a rational differential equation.
Two necessary failures are obvious. First, if l = oo , which
does away with the infinite series of reflections, leaving in
general only two waves, these waves themselves constitute
the practically significant result. The set of normal functions
with distinctly separated periods or rates of subsidence no
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longer exists, although the series of normal functions appro
priate when l is finite has its ultimate representative in a
definite integral, the limit of the series. Secondly, if either
of the terminal operators be irrational, we have a similar
failure, and a similar resulting definite integral.
But, assuming that l is finite, and that both the terminal
operators are rational (as well as Y, Z in the circuital equa
tions), we may confidently expect that the operational
equation (32) contains p the time differentiator rationally, in
spite of the presence in the functions concerned of q_m, where
m may be fractional, or of log q in some cases. As a matter
of fact, such irrationalities are inoperative by appearing in a
suitable manner for cancellation. Thus, in (32) it will be
found that rands both have the factor g_2m, whilst Im has q_u•,
and Lm has q-m. So the numerator and denominator in
(32) both have the factor q_2m, and, therefore, (32) is a rational
function of q_ 2, itself a rational function of p.
This being true for any value of m, it follows that in the
case of m being integral, when we need to employ the 0/0
form of the Km function, which brings in the logarithm of q,
there is a similar elimination of this logarithm. It goes out
in this fashion:- log ½ql - log ½q).. =log//)... In the results
we have only logarithms of numbers.
The alternative form of (32), in terms of Im and K m instead
of Im and Lm, is got by using the second of (34.), or
I- m Im+ Km sin 11171"
(49)
in (32). This brings us to
V =½1rZh (Imx-fKmx)(Imy-gKmy},
(50)
l xm m
f-g
y
- Im, - Alm+l,:1. '
where
(51)
f-I.
"'m+I,:..
'l.,n;,.. + A l'
and g is got by turning ).., to l and A to - Il. Here the con
vergent Km fuµction may be understood, though the same
result is true with the divergent form.
If l is made infinite, it will be found, by using the divergent
series, that g becomes either + oo , or - oo according to the
nature of Zr In either case Z 1 is impotent, and (50) reduces tq
- ½r.Zh (Tmx-J'IJ'\.mx)I'\m!f,
VI --("v2)
=

x•nym
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showing just the primary wave and a reflected one. • This is
the form suitable for simply periodic states when fully estab
lished, as to which more later.
The conversion o( (50) to normal functions is merely a
formal one by the expansion theorem, but there may be
a good deal of work needed sometimes to bring the result to
a form suitable for calculation by such tables as exist. In
general, the roots of the determinantal equation f=fl are
complex. That is too bad. But there are important cases of
a relatively simple nature. Say L = 0, retaining R, S, K
finite. Then only electric energy is concerned in the
" medium," whether with wires or not. If · also there is
only electric energy concerµed at the terminals, the roots
(for p) of the determinantal equation are all real and negative.
In like manner, if S = O, retaining R, L, K finite, only mag
netic energy is concerned in the medium ; and if this is also
the case terminally, we have again roots of the same nature.
These are two ext;reme cases of diffusion, with infinite speed v
of propagation, though the practical result may be slow
enough. Also, if R, K are zero, and L, S finite, we have
finite speed of propagation without waste by resistance;
therefore undamped vibrations can occur. In this case· the
roots are p = ± 0i, where 0 is real, and corresponding terms
can be paired to make real vibrations. To this may be added
that if R and K are not zero, but are properly balanced, we
have the last case again, with attenuation due to R and K
superimposed. This nearly exhausts all the applications of a
relatively simple nature; though if we do away with the
terminal considerations, by taking Z0 and Z 1 to be either zero
or infinity, which makes either the current or the potential
vanish terminally, we can ext·end the matter further.
The convergent Oscilhting Bessel functions, and Operational
Solutions in terms thereof.
§ 342. In all such cases, it is convenient to convert the fune
tions from Im and Km to the oscillating functions J m and Gm, or
perhaps to_ Jm and J_m instead. The cases of tntegrality of
m are perhaps more common; then it is better to use K,,. or
Gm, and ignore I_m and J-m•
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The oscillating functions are got by putting q =si. Thus,
(53)
I_m(qx)=i-mJ_,,,(s:c),
Im(qx)=imJm(sx),
where
½sx)'" (½-<x)m +2 (½sx)m H
J (sx) = (
(54)
m
I O \in - l!_ E.±.!._ +
and J_m is the same with-m put form. When the argument
sz is real, this is an oscillating function, the original Bessel
function in fact. But the functions involving q are more
primitive.
Now as regards K,,,. Use the second of (34), with q=si.
Then,
•- J_,n(sx). - 1,"lmJm(sx) •
V
.u.,,.(qx)-i m
(55)
smm;r
Here 1,"lm=(cos+ i sin) mr.. So we may write
Km(qx)=i-m{Gm(sx) - iJm (sx)},
(56}
where Gm is defined by
_(sx) - cosmr.J,,.(sx)
(57)
G"'sx
( ) =J
smmr.
Or, if we expand i-m in (55) as well, we get

e_ E:..±._1- . • • ,

J
J
K.n=J-m-Jm -i -m + m .
(58)
2 sin imr. 2 cos ½mrr
But the form (56) is the one to take note of.
So now, by the use of (53), we convert the equation (32) to

(59}
where

Jm;,. + A'Jm..-J ;,.
' Ansza
(60)
A=
z '
J -m>. - A J -m-1,>.
and u is got by turning >.. to l and A' to - B' in p. We have
A = iA', and B=iB'.
Also, by the use of (56), we convert the alternative equation
(50) to the form
a
(
)
(61}
V1 _ ½1rZh Jmz- G,,.., (Jmy-/3Gm:z:) '
a- /3
- x"'y"'
a= Jm;,. + A'J'!>+l, >.
where
(62)
,
Gm\+ A'Gm+l,>.
and /3 is got by turning A to l and A' to - B' in a.

p=

I

•

,
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Observe, comparing the forms of (50) and (61), and of a and
/, that the transformation is the same in effect as turning
I,,,, to Jm and Km to G,,., with the change from A to A'
in the denominator, and to -A' in the numerator off, to turn
it to a. Similarly, as regards the transformation from (32) to
(59). The symbol i does not appear in (50), but when we put
q_ =si, it appears in Km through ( 56), and therefore in f and g.
It cancels out on further reduction, and then the strikingly
similar form (61) results. That i ought to cancel out is clear
enough, because since (50) is rational in q_2, (61) must be
rational in s2 • Nevertheless the way the symbol i goes out is
somewhat remarkable, depending, as it does, upon . the
existence of two boundaries. It will not take place when
there is only one. Say Z = oo , then g-1 is zero, and the form
(52) results. Put q=si, and we do' not get a result rational
in s2, and we ought not.
In connection with this, there is sometimes a bit of hocus
IJOcus. If we like we may make the functions Jm and Gm the
primary objects of attention, so that
(G3)
is the initial form of operational solution, s2 having the
meaning - YZ. Determining a and X by the conditions as
regards hand terminally, we shall arrive at the result (61).
This may, in fact, be the best way to work, when the ultimate
results are to be simply periodic or normal solutions, and the
development of waves is not in question. But there is a
-0urious irreversibility sometimes concerned. We can always
pass from the primitive Im and Km to Jm and Gm, but we
cannot always go the other way. For instance, (61) leads to
(50), by substituting i- 1 for s, only when there are two
boundaries. It fails when l = oo .
For example, suppose that the condition at l is that Y2 =0.
·Then Jmx - /3G= must vanish at l, and this shows that /3
must be Jmz!Gmz• Introduce some other kind of terminal
condition, and we get some other form of (3. But how find
its value when l = oo ? If we have worked entirely with
.Jm and Gm, and know nothing of Im and Km , there is appa
rently nothing to show what /3 should be. For J,,./Gm, the
,ratio of two real oscillating functions when the argument is
q_
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real, has no particular limiting value when l is infinite.
Ne,ertheless, if we write JmJGmi=-i, we shall come to the
proper result. For it is the same as /3=-i, which is correct.
The explanation has been already .irtually given. It is the
Km function that is concerned alone when l is oo ; when q=si,
then (Gm-i Jm)i-m takes its place; that is, -i(J.,.+iGm)i..:..,,.,
or f3=-i. But, quite independently of this determination of
/3, a physically-minded man, who was working in terms of
J,,. and G.,. for convenience in the practical application, would
arrive at the correct result by considering the flux of energy.
In a simply periodic state produced between the source at y_
and infinity, with no reflection, the flux of energy must be
outward. This necessitates f3=-i.
The divergent Oscillating Bessel functions.
§ 343. We know that the operational solution in terms of the
divergent Hm and Km is equivalent to that in terms of I.,. and
Lm or of Im and K.,.. Therefore, the same transformation
q=si in the d ivergent operational formula should lead to a
result equivalent to that in terms of J m and Gm. For dis
tinctness, put a bar over the divergent functions. Then,
q=si in H m, Km produces
Hm(qx) =im{.fm(sx)- iGm(sx)},

i {Gm(sx) -iJm(sx)},
K,n(q
when Jm and Gm are given by
x) = -m
½

Jm(sx) =( 1l"�J (Pcos+ Qsin)(sx-¼1l"-½m1l"),

(64)

(65)
(66)

Gm(sx) =( 1l"�J'(-Psin+ Qcos)(sx-¼..--½m1l"), (67)
in which P and Q are the divergent functions
_ _ (1'2-4m2 )(3 2-4m2) (l (52- 4m2)(7 2 - 4m2)(
P-l
I- •. -,
3 .4(8sx)2
l.2(8sx)2
(68)
= l2-4mi (l (3 2 - 4m2)(52 - 4m2) (i _ (7 2 - 4m2) (92 - 4m2)
Q
4. 5(8sx) 2
2. 3(8sx)2
1.(1:isx)
(69)
The Gm formula is obtained from the J m one by turning sin
to cos and cos to -sin. When x is large, P=I and Q=O, so

-

_
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Jm(sx)= ('ll"�J cos (sx-¼11'-!nt'll"),

(70}

Gm(sx)= -(�J sin(sx--l7r-Jmir),

(il)

½

show the ultimate nature of the oscillating functions at a con
siderable distance from the origin. They behave just like
cossx and sins x, but with amplitudes varying inversely as.
the square root of the distance from the origin.
Jm and J m are equivalent when sx is real, and so are G,,.
and Gm , The first was proved by Sir G. Stokes; the second
I find in Gray and Mathew also, though somewhat difficult to
recognise, owing to the use of several forms of the second.
function. It has been standardised in different ways, some of
which are very inconvenient.
If in the Rm, K m formula (22) we make the changes
according to (64), (65), we shall arrive at (61) above precisely,
only with Jm instead of Jm, and Gm instead of Gm, This.
alone would not prove the equivalence of the convergent ancl
divergent oscillating functions. For example, if we put
Hm =2imJm in (22), instead of the proper form (64), we shall
still arrive at the same result (61).
There is, in fact, an essential difference between the two
divergent functions Rm and Km , Say m= O, for instance.
This is an important case. We do have Hm =2Im when qx is
real and positive. But it is not an equivalence when q=si,
and sx is real. One makes JO - iG0• The other makes 2J0•
On the other hand, K 0=G0 -iJ0, and K0=G0 -iJ0 ; and we
have K0= K0 , both when q is real positive, and when s is real
positive.
Physical reason of the unlikeness of the two divergent
functions Rm, Km.
§ 344. I have given elsewhere* an algebraical explanation of
the distinction. But it will be more satisfactory here to regard
the matter physically. We ought to have the one agreement,
and we ought to have the other discrepancy, by consideration
of the physics. Go back to (5), for example, expressing the
initial wayes, and suppose that the source h is simply periodic�
* 0. in P.M., Part 2.
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and that there is no waste of energy by resistance. This
makes q=p/v, so that if the frequency of the source is n/21r,
then q= ni/v, and s = n/v. The wave to the right is then
(72)
when E and e are simply periodic functions of the time.
if e=e0 sinnt, then
V = Gm.,sinnt-Jm.,cosnt
2

a;m

Bo,

Or,
(73)

This represents the ultimate result of the periodic source, and
the corresponding current is
q m+l(G m+1,z-i·Jm+J,z) i·-1 ll
C2 = zX
"" -fxm+I (Jm+I,z + iGm+1,z)e
-= - �m+l(Jm+1,a:Sinnt + Gm+1,a:COSnt).

(74)

Jlere q/Z = (Y/Z)•= constant. These solutions indicate a train
of waves travelling outwards. The flux of energy is V2C2•
I ts mean value over a period is
(V 2C 2)me•n = ½�ei (JmGm+l - GmJm+i)z,

(75)

This is constant, on account of the conjugate property of
J.. and G., which is (if the accent is d/dsx)
(76)
JmGm +I - GmJm+l = -lmG;,. +J� Gm= _!_,
1r8X
That is to say, there is a steady average flux of energy from
the source out to infinity, and this is as it should be, because
there is no barrier.
In a similar manner, the potential on the left side is
(77)
where F and / are simply periodic, and this represents a
wave train travelling to the left. The flux of energy will
again be found to be constant on the average, and to be
directed to the left. But this state of things is an ims
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possible one, regarded as the ultimate state, like the other.
It can only exist approximately initially. Say that h is at
a great distance, and the frequency is so great that very many
wave lengths can exist between hand the left barrier before it is
reached. Then the above solution may be nearly true in a
great part of the region occupied by the disturbance. But,
whereas there is no barrier on the right side, there must be one
on the left side, either at A, as before, or at the origin itself.
When the barrier is reached a new state of things will begin to
prevail, first at the barrier, and then travelling out to infinity.
Its nature will depend upon the kind of condition imposed at
the barrier. It is then generally necessary to consider the
second wave equation (8) as well as the first, equation (7), and
superimpose them properly.
If the barrier should be such as not to take in energy con
tinuously, the result between the barrier and the source must
be a stationary vibration, involving no average flux of energy.
The case m=O is peculiar, when the barrier is at the origin.
There can be no current there, and no flux of energy. So to
1 the inward wave H°"' .e or (J0,,-iG0,)e, add the outward wave
.(G0:t -:iJ0 )ie. The �esult is 2J0,,e, that is, 2Ioxe. Here 2J0.,. e
represents the ultimate stationary vibration which replaces the
preceding state (J0,, - iGo.,)e. The operator H0,, is valid at first,
and then, later, the equivalent 210,,, as soon as the origin is
reached. We see that we have no right to expect that the
property Hm =I,,.+ I_,,. should be true when s is real as well as
when q is real.
The matter is made plainer by considering h to be steady,
beginning at the moment t= 0. The inward wave from h at
'!/ is calculable from H0., until the origin is reached. The
· result is convergent. But after that, that is, after the
moment t=y/v, it is only a partial solution, valid between '!I
and the. front of the return wave. In the region occupied by
the return wave and the primary, we can calculate the· wave
by 210 instead of H0 . The two forms of solution become
identical at the junction. This matter will be made plainer
by one or two special examples. The present remarks are
directed to the cause of the failure of Hm =Im + I_m when
q = si and s is real, a cause which is not operative when the
Km function is in question.
,,

.,

.,
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Electrical Argument showing the Impotency of Restraints at
the origin, unless l>n> -1.
§ 345. So long as the barrier at,\ is at a finite distance from
the origin, there is no interference with the power of imposing
any terminal condition V = -Z0C of the usual nature, because
the functions concerned have finite values. But when >.. = 0,
there are some noteworthy peculiarities. We know that 'in
one special case (viz., n= 0, or m= -½), that of plane waves
in a homogeneous medium, we may impose any condition at
the origin. We have also observed that in another case
,(n=l, or_m=0), that of cylindrical waves in a homogeneous
medium, or of plane waves in a medium in which the constants
,ary as the first (or inverse first) power of the distance from
a fixed plane, the Z0 condition is impotent, because there
can be no current at its place of application under any finite
voltage. We have, therefore, to inquire when in general the
Z 0 condition is potent, and when impotent. This is to be
-done by examination of the limiting form assumed by a in
,(22), or by r in (32) or by /in (50), when >..is made zero, under
different circumstances. This is rather tedious mathemati
-cally, from the absence of luminosity. But we can -throw
some light upon the matter physically, and see that the
mathematical results are justifiable.
Under· what circumstances can there be a current at the
-origin when under an impressed voltage ? Plainly the
resistance must not be infinite. Now the resistance per unit
length is Rx-", which is infinite or zero at the origin accord
ing as n is + or -. But the resistance per unit length is not
{under the circumstan:!es) the same as the resistance of unit
length at the origin. The resistance of the length from 0 to x
is /0 R.r"dx. This is finite when n is negative, and also when
it is positive, up to n = 1, when it becomes infinite, and
remains infinite for all greater values of 11. Here the distance
0 to x may be a very little bit at the origin. So we see that
there can be no current there when n is 1 or > I. This is
true also as regards the source h. The terminal condition, if
applied, must be impotent when n is 1 or >1.
Next, consider the permittance of a little bit from Oto x at
the origin. This. is /0 Sx"dx, which is finite when n is positive,
and also when n is negative, dowll ton= -1, when it becomes
s2
z

z
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infinite, and remains infinite for greater negative values of n�
If, then, n is -1 or < - 1, no finite charge can raise the·
potential at the origin above zero. The terminal condition
must be again impotent.
Thirdly, when n is between -1 and + 1, both the resistance{
and the permittance of the little bit at the origin are finite; V
and C may then have any ratio, and the Z0 condition of the
usual kind is operative if applied.
In the first case, we require to use Im'" only, when m is O or
+, or n = or > 1. This makes C be zero at the origin. In the
next case, when· n is -1 or < -1, we must use I_ ma:, m being
- I or < -1. This makes V be zero at the origin. In the
intermediate case both functions will or may occur, according
to the nature of Z0 ; that is, both Im and Lm, or Im and Km,
or Jm and G m, if we use'the oscillating functions. The last is
rather remarkable, it leads not only to expansions of the form
}:AJma:, but also the form }: C(Jma: -aGma:), when the origin
is one of the barriers.
Reduced Formulre when one Boundary is at the Origin.
§ 346. The preceding electrical reasoning will enable us to
understand the results produced in the formulre when the
inner boundary is shifted to the origin. At the same time.
it· does not absolve us from making the examination, because
without it we cannot say what special form is assumed when
phe terminal condition is potent.
In the original formula (22) put ,\ = 0. There are three
results. If n is not less than 1, we get a= -sinm1r. If n is
not greater than -1, we get a= +sinm1r. In the inter
mediate case, when n is between -1 and +1, we get
m
a= sin m1r 1 -u, where u = Zoq (�)" I
l+u
Z q l-m-1

(78}

That is, in the first case the x function in (22) reduces to2lm:i:; but in the second case to 2Lmx; whilst in the inter
mediate case Z0 remains potent, and a has the special value
shown in the last equation.
• From the above may be derived the changes in the other
formulre, or they may be done separately. Thus, in the,
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alternative formulre (32) and (50), which are connected by
s sin m1r
_ = r sin 1111r
, -g = ---'
f
(79)
1 +s
l+r
we have r=O when n>l; r=oo when n<-1, and r=U-1
intermediately, ii being as in (78). Therefore s=0, or g 0,
is the reduced form of the determinantal equation when n>l,
or b+sin11i1r=0, or
(l,,,.+Blm +i),=0, or (J m -B'Jm +1)1 0.
(80)
=

=

Also, when n< - l, the determinantal equation is s= oo, or
g+sinm1T=0, or b-sinmrr=O; or
(81)
(L m +BI_.,._1) 1=0, or (J_"' +B'J_,,._1),=0.
As regards a in (61) when ,\=0, first we have a=0 when
ti> 1. Then a= - tan m1T, when n< - l. Intermediately
Z0 -2 " Im
-Rin m1T , w
- .
(82)
here v=a=---�
( )
COSmlT+V
Z s j-m-1
s

.So, in the first case, we have
(n=or>l)

(83)

.and /3=0 is the determinantal equation of normal systems ;
the same as (80).
In the second case the z function is J -mz/cosm1T, and
V =½rrZh J-mz /3Gm,,-Jmv, (n=Or<-1)
(84)
1
(.iy)"' COSm1T f:J + tan ffl1T
whilst the determinantal equation is equivalent to (81).
Intermediately, using a as in (82), the determinantal equation
«=/3 is represented by
(J -m+ B'J -m.- 1)1 +v(Jm-B'Jm.+i) i=0,
(85)
where vis as in (82), and B' is Z1sl"/Z, as before.
As a test of avoidance of error in the way of wrong factors,
make n=0, or m=-½ in the last equation. It reduces to
tan sl (1-Z0Z1s2/Z2 ) + Z1s/Z + Z0s/Z=O.

(86)
.Comparing with (75), §293, we find proper agreement, allow
m� for the present generalis�d meanings of Z and s compared
w.uh their meanings in that place.
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The peculiarities of infinite resistance or permittance at the,
origin with suitable values of n place restrictions upon the
restraints possible. The source at y cannot raise the potential
at the origin above zero when n equals or is less than - 1.
We may, however, also have the potential zero there when n·
is greater, namely, up to just less than+ 1, but then it must
be done by external restraint, through Z0 =0, being equivalent
to a short circuit if a pair of conductors be in question. . But
when n= or >1 it is no use trying to make the potential
vanish.
Similarly, the current at the origin due to the source at y·
vanishes naturally when n = or>1. We can also make it vanish
there when n is less, down to just over - 1, by external restraint,
through Z0 = oo . It is equivalent to a disconnection in the case
of wires. But it is no use trying to make the current vanish
when n equals or is less than - 1.
Equation (85) only applies when n is between - 1 and+ 1,
but it harmonises with the proper forms outside those limits.
Thus v vanishes when Z 0 does, which makes the potential
be zero terminally, provided n is intermediate, and then (85)•
reduces to (81). Also, if Z 0 is infinite (85) reduces to (80),
the other form.
If we impose the condition V2 =0 at l, then B' =0, and (85) ;
becomes
(- l<m<0).
(87)•
If, in addition, V1 =0 at origin by external restraint, (Z 0 =0),
This is re
placed by Jm1 =0 if the current is zero at the origin by
external restraint, (Z0 = oo ).

then J-mi= 0 is the determinantal equation.

The Expansion Theorem and Bessel. Series. The Potential·,
due to initial Charge.
§ 347. The development in Bessel series when his steady or
impulsive is to be done in just the same way as for Fourier
series, which department has been somewhat elaborated. So,
little need be said about it. First find the final steady state,
when there is one, as is nearly always the case in practical
problems. Let this be V0 • Then apply the p(d/dp) operation,
to the denominator a -(3 (or other form) in the operational :
solution, according to the expansion theorem. Thus, using.
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(61), and supposing h. to be steady, beginning when t=O, we
expand it to
frrZh (Jm - aGm)z(Jm - /3Gm)11 el",
V1 =Vo+�
(8S)
p(d/dp)(a-(J)

(xyr

The values of p being the roots of a= /3, over which the
summation ranges, we see that either a or f3 may be eliminated
from the numerittor. The interchange of x and y makes no
difference. Therefore the formula for V2, on the right side of the
source at y is just the same as for Y1 as far a� the summation
goes. It can only differ in the expression of the steady part V0•
In passing, it may be remarked that cases may arise in
which there is no. tending to a steady state. For instance,
if the above refers tC? a circuit consisting of a pair of parallel
wires, and the insulation is quite perfect intermediately and
terminally, then the effect of h accumulates incessantly, and
V 1 rises to infinity. The outside term then contains t. But
such exceptional cases need not delay us here, but can be
treated when they arise. At present assume that there is a
steady state tended to. There must be one when the source
is impulsive, and there is waste of energy in some part (no
matter how limited) of the connected system, and there must
be one with a steady source unless there is perfect insulation·
in the way mentioned.
Now in (88) the J and G functions concerned have sx for
argument, and the values of s are settled by the determi
nantal equation. Also s2 is a function of p, and so is Z. The
further development therefore rests upon the nature of Y and
z in the original circuital equations, for we naturally want to
have the result entirely in terms of s. lt Z. = R, and Y = Sp,
we have diffusion, with one value of p for one of s". Then
s2 = - RSp, and � = - RS !:..__
(89)
This brings us to
V1 = V° _ L

dp

2s ds

rrQs (Jm - aGm)iJm - f3Gm), Eve,
(90)
(d/ds)(a-/3)
l::>l.c!fr
where the value of p in the time function is - s2/RS.
If 1 = O, and a= 0, which occurs naturally when n is 1 or
more, the last reduces to
V1 = V0 + � r.Qs Jmz.Jmv Ep11
(91)
S(xy)•�

d/J/ds
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where /3= 0 .finds the values of s2 and p. If the potential is
constrained to be zero at l, then B' =0 in /3, making J m1 =0 be
the determinantal equation. Also V0 = 0 now. So
,rQs Jm.,Jm11 Gml £pt=� �Q_ J,n.,Jmy £pt, (92)
Sl(xy)"'
J',nl
',W(xy)"' (J',ni )2
if the accent denotes differentiation to the argument sl. The
second form is derived by the conjugate property

V1= �

JmG'm-J 'mGm=-_!,
11sl

(98)

remembering that Jm1 = 0. Equation (92) expands an arbitrary
function of x to suit the conditions stated. Put Q= Sy"vdy,
and integrate with respect to y ·from O to l. The result is the
V · arising from the initial distribution of potential v. This
also applies when n is smaller, down to just over -1, provided
Z0= oo is imposed terminally.
But if n is - 1 or less, the solution takes a different form,
as before explained. We get, by (84) and (57),
Gm)y
,r
VI = -} RpQJ_mx(J,,,,-/3
(G m -B'Gm+l) 1, (94)
· B'
(xy )m (J -m+
J -m-1 ) 1
with any z l "

So z l = 0, making B' =0, makes

Lmx ( -/3G ) G
V 1 = _ ½?rRpQ
J
(95)
m v m1 ,
(xy)m J -ml m
where /3 is Jmz!Gm1, which makes V2 = 0 at l, V2 being got by
interchanging x, y. The last expands to
V1 -

,rQs JmiJ -myJ -mx
- �-----�--£Pl

(96)
(xy)"'Sl J' - ml sin m,r '
subject to J -m1=0. The cases in which m is integral had
better be kept in terms of J,,. and Gm- The connection is
J -m = Jm cosm,r+ Gm sin m,r,
A companion formula is
G-m = Gm COS m,r - Jm sin m,r.

(97)
{98)

See equations (66), (67), (70), (71).
Equation (96 ) does not look right. But we have the con
jugate property,
J:nJ .m-1 +J-mJm+1 = - !_sin
,rsl

1111!"=

-J -m·J'm+J mJ' -m, (99)

'
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which may· be derived from (29). So, since J _mi=O ·at
present, Jmi may be eliminated from (96). This brings it to
(Pt•
V1 ""-' 2Q m J _,,.,,.J -m11
.., Slt(.-vyJ (J'-m1)2
,
=

.

(100)

that is, the same form as (92), except in the reversal of the
sign of min theJ functions. It is valid when mis -1 or less, but
the range may be extended up to just under m=0 by a terminal
restraint making V1=0 at the origin, (Z 0=0).
Time Function when Self-induction is allowed for.
§ 348. In the more general case in which R, L, K, S, are
all finite, and
q2= -s2=(R+Lp) (K+Sp),
(101)
there are two v•s for every single s2; thus,
2

s
p = -j±k, i=i@+�), k={¼G:+�) _R�; 2}� (102)
2

2

dp

dp

dq = :-- Js =S(R+Lp)+L(K+ Sp)=± 2LSk.

(1_03)

·The sum of the two time functions of the form Z£rit/(dq2/dp),
got by using the above two values of p, is therefore
rp(t)
/2L- K/2S bin kt =-.
1 _ ·t cos.h kt+R
�--�-s
-£;
}
{
k
S
S

(104)

To show the application, take the simple case of the poten
.tial constrained to vanish both at >.. and l. Then in (88)
V0=0. Also,
d a - )- d Jmll._J,nl _2
{3
)
( ; _ � , (l05)
ds (
ds ( Gm>. G,ni r.s G mll. G2ml)
_
by using the conjugate property (93), with argument sl �r sl,
as the case may be, and remembering that a= {3.
Therefore (88) takes the special form
r.2s2 �- (J,,.,,-aG=)(Jmy-aGmi,) (t)
<f,
' (106)
(Gm1)-2 - (GmA. )-2
2S(xy)m
where a is JmA./Gmll., and cp(t) is the time function in (104).
Its value is 1 when t=O, so we can expand any initial state U
of potential by (106), by putting Q= Sy"Udy , and integrating.
V1=�
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The Potential due to initial Current.
§ 349. The inclusion of the self-induction in the last
makes the magnetic energy operative. The specification of
the initial state is therefore incomplete if the potential alone·
is given, We require to know the initial current as well.
Instead of the above h, let the source at y be e, producing a
jump in the potential, thus, e= V2 - V1 at y, but with con
tinuity of current, or C2 = C1• To find the result, we need not.
go through the work in detail, but generalise the former result
when the zeroth Bessel function was concerned, § 330. \Ye
shall now have
(107)
ym+l (Hm + bKm),,(Hm+l - aKm+1)11•
V2 _
- ¼1t'qe-a;m -----�-----�,
b- a

(108)

V1 being on the left, V2 on the right of y. We turn V1 to Vs
not by interchanging x and y, but by interchanging a and b
and negativing the result.
The operation - x"Z-1 (d/dx) finds the current. So
01 =

m +l

(Hm+i - aKm +r)iHm+l -bK,n +i) u,
- ¼r.rz2e Z(h-a)
(x!f)

(109) ·

and now 02 is got by interchanging x and y.
It is easy to test that these satisfy the conditions at y and
terminally, a and b being the same as before, by the conjugate
property
(110) ·
HmKm+l + RmHm+l = _!_ = K,,.H'm - HmK',n,
1T'qy
the argument being qy, and the accent denoting differentiation
to it.
Similarly, to find the solution in terms of Jm and Gm, we
may derive the results from the last, putting H, K in terms of
J and G; but this is tedious, and the results are easily got
independently. Thus,
1- ym+l (J ,,. -�Gm),,(Jm+1-,8Gm+ 1)u
' (111)V1
2" se x"'
a - /3

:= -

J

(112),
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show V due to e at y. The current on the left of y is
C = _s�r.e x )m+l (Jm+1-aGm+1),,(Jm+1-,8Gm+i) (118)
'
1
2Z ( y
a -{3
and interchanging ;i; and y prouuces C2• In deriving this
we use
1 d G m = Gm+ 1
1 cl Jm
Jm+t
(114)
---==---,
--m
s dx x"'
x
s dx xm ---,
xm
the argument being sx. The continuity in C at y is obvious.
The discontinuity in V is easily tested, for we get
V2- vl =½r.sye(JmGm+1 - Gm.Jm+I) =e.
(115)·

Since a, /3 are as before, the same limitations mentioned apply
when A=O.
The development in Bessel series is similar. For an initial
sbate of current, let e be impulsive, say e =pP, where P is the
momentum generated, as explained in § 827.
Then we get
ym+I
(Jm+1-f:/Gm+1),e" l16)
V l = -� i.s2P "• (Jm-aGm).,
(
ds2 tl
x
d ds (a /3)
p

Here we see that if the potential is made to vanish termi
nally, and s2 is as in the last section, making two p's to one s2,
the two time functions to be added are not the same as before.
The time function is now c;. + (ds2/dp). The sum of the two
is - (LSk)-lci1 shin kt. So, using this, and (103) and (105)
again, we convert (116) to
r>t

m+l
(Jm-aG,.,),,!fm+1.-a�m+1)u cjl shin kt,
vl =� ½r.?s3 ...!'.,.._y
L:::,k x'"
(Gm,) -(Umz)

(117)

showing the potential due to the initial momentum P at y.
Put P=Ly-ncdy, and integrate from A to l to show the potential
due to the initially given state c of current.
In finding the current due to the initial current, say by the
operational solution (113), the presence of Z in the denomi
nator should not be overlooked. Its vanishing sometimes
introduces another term depending upon p = - R/L (see the
next Section). The interpretation is that if the initial state
is c=constaut, and we have also V =0 imposed terminally,
the result is a current cc Rt/L at time t.
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Uniform· Subsidence of Induction and Displacement in
combinations of Coils and Condensers.
§ 349A, When formulre become somewhat intricate, there is a
natural tendency to treat them mathematically only, so that the
avoidance of error rests upon the mechanical accuracy of work
ing, which can only be effectively confirmed by repetition and
by the harmony of results obtained in varied ways. Under
these circumstances it is satisfactory to be able to utilise some
simple physical property of wide generality to test the formulre.
Such a property can be applied to the preceding formulre with
advantage •.
When a simple coil, whose time-constant is L/R, has a cur
rent in it, say C0 at time t = 0, and is left to itself on short
circuit without impressed force, the current subsides in such a
way that C:: Coi-Rt/L is its value at time t. It is the elemen
tary case of the destruction of momentum by a resisting force
varying as the v'elocity. Any number of coils of different
U and L, but with the same time-constant, will behave in the
same way when on short circuit separately, and without mutual
influence. The same is true when they are all connected in
series to make a closed circuit. If the initial current is C0 in
the same sense in all, then the current in all subsides as if
they were short-circuited. There is no difference of potential
generated between any of the terminals. There is, it is true,
usually some difference of potential between parts of any one
coil ; but that is a residual effect, arising from the inductance
not being quite the same for every turn of wire. This residual
effect does not occur in the application to be made. Anyway,
the terminals are at the same potential. They may therefore
be joined together through any unenergised arrangement of
coils and condensers (without introducing mutual influence
across the air), and the current in the original circuit will
behave in the same way as before described. Every coil
wastes its energy against its own resistance independently of
the rest. (It is also possible for the external combination to
be energised in special ways without interference, but we do
not want that at present.)
The above being a purely magnetic property, there is a
similar one concerning electric displacement. A leaky con
denser (or a condenser with a shunt), if initially charged to
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potential V0 , and then left to itself, discharges itself so that.
V = V0c Kt/s is the potential at time t. Here S/K is the time
constant of subsidence, the ratio of the permittance of the·
condenser to its conductance. The same is true of any
number of condensers separately: if they have the same time
constant, the discharges will be alike. They may be put in.
parallel without any alteration if their potentials are the �ame,.
and no difference will be made by joining the various positive·
terminals together through any (usually unenergised) elec
trical arrangements, and also the negative terminals. Every·
condenser will still discharge itself through its own conduct
ance, and waste its energy therein.
The two properiies may be co-existent in one combination,
in many ways. The particular way we want now is this.
First, have a long series of coils of any resistances, but all with,
the same time-constant L/R. Then put their junctions to
earth through condensers of any permittances, but all with the
same time-constant S/K. The re_sult is a generalised telegraph,
circuit, in which the re3istance, induct;mce, permittance, and•_
leakance are collected in lumps, so to speak. But the actual
distribution may be continuous, if we like, and is, in ·any
case, quite arbitrary, subject to the constancy of the magne.tic
and electric time-constants.
Two rows of similar coils may be employed. Then the
condensers are to be joined across from one row to the other.
But this somewhat complicates the description. One series.
is enough.
By the preceding, it follows that if the initial state is
V = V0, constant, and 00 =0, where V0 is the voltage of the
condensers, and 00 the -current in the conductor consisting of
the series of coils, then the state at time t later is simply
V = V0E-Kt/S, and C =0. The waste of energy is in the·
leakage conductance, and is quite local. ThHe is no develop
ment of magnetic force. The true current (in M:axT<ell's
sense) is the sum of the conduction and displacement current,
and this is zero for every condenser, little or big.
The circuit may be infinitely long. But if it be only of
finite length, we must take care that the terminal arrange
ments obey the same law. Either the ends must be insulated,
making C = 0, or we may put the en!1s to. earth through-
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condensers having the same time-constant S/K, and have
them initially charged to the same voltage V0 •
Similarly, if the initial state is C = C0 , a constant current,
and VO = 0, the state at time t will be C = C0c Rt/L, and V = 0.
1he energy starts magnetic and remain::: magnetic. The waste
of energy is in the conductor of the circuit, and is quite local.
· In order to complete the analogy as regards "true current "
in a physical manner, that is, by making a possible case of
· electromagnetic wave propagation in a conducting medium,
· we require to introduce the idea of magnetic conductance to
replace the real electric resistance of the circuit, as explained
in Chapter IV. In default of that, the analogy is partly only
· a mathematical �ne. Leaving out the completion of the
· analogy physically, it is to be further noted that if the circuit
is not infinitely long, the terminal arrangements must be
suitably chosen. We require either a dead earth at the ends,
making V = 0, or else terminal coils possessing the same time
constant L/R, and initially charged with the same current as
the rest of the circuit.
It follows further, that if in the first case, where the initial
energy is wholly electric, the initial state be not one of con
stant V0 , there must still usually be a term involving the time
factor c Kt/S in the resulting potential, unless the mean vaiue
of the initial potential should be exactly zero. Also, in the
_. s�cond case, concerning magnetic energy only initially, there
; must be a term involving e - Rt/Lin the resulting current when
_00 is.no� e:onstanp to begin with, unless its mean value should
· also be zero. How to reckon the mean values will appear
presently. Moreover, the determinantal equation must con
tain the isolated factor Y or K + Sp in one case, and Z or
R+Lp in the other, when the above conditions are complied
'with.
Uniform Subsidence of Mean Voltage in a Bessel Circuit.
§ 349 n. The Bessel results previously given come under
the last Section, bec:,.,use they involve constancy of the electric
:ind magnetic time-constants in spite of the variation of the
,resistance, &c., per unit length of circuit. We may therefore
test the results, and exhibit the solitary terms concerned. If
' the source is h = pQ at y, that is, a charge Q initially at'!/, we
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may write the operational solution for the potential which
results thus,

(118)

and the values of p which make cp-1p infinite are the constants
p in the time factor E • If v is the partial solution for any p,
then
(119)
'II= �E 1
JJ1

pt

where cp' means dcp/dp. Now, if we know that Y =0 gives an
isolated root of <p=0, we can write cp= Y0, where 0 does not
vanish with Y. Then
cf,'=Y'0+ 0'Y =Y'00= 800,
(120)
if 00 is the value of 0 when Y =0. So
= _g_E-Kt/S
(121)
S00
The denominator S00 is evidently the
fl

is the partial solution.
permittance concerned.
The full operational solution in this case is (61), § 842,
in terms of J and G functions, but it is easier to e�aluate 00
in terms of Jm and J _m• So u8e the equivalent form (59),
§ 342, or
. '(122)
n
A'=..\.szo,
(128)
Z;
and a- is got by turning.\ to land A' to - B' in p;· B' also con
taining linstead of.\ and Z 1 instead of Z0 •
It does not look as if Y =0 were involved in (122). But
then it has to be rem1::mbered that Jm has the factors... So,
put J.,=8mpm , and balance the powers of sin the numerator
against those in the denominator of (122), on the under
standing that
Yo= z0-1=1no(K Sp),
(124)
Y1 = m1(K + Sp),

where

+

·where mo and m1 are positive constants, so that there are
-terminal condensers with the proper time-constant. We
shnJI then ohm.in, not the factor Z shown in (122), but Z/s2 ;
that is, - Y-11 as required, making Y - 0 give a root of the
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determinantal equation. Remember that xnY and x- nz are
the leakance and resistance operators of the circuit per unit
length.
The evaluation of 00 is now easy, because Y =0 makes s=0,
a.nd reduces the J functions to their first terms, or the P
functions to constants free from s. The result is that (121)
becomes
)
(125)
tn+I - .\_n+l '
11= S m0 +m1+
)
\
n+l
showing that the mean value of the potential-that is, the
charge- divided by the total permittance of the circuit, in
cluding the terminal condensers-subsides in the proper way.
In case of terminal insulation, m0 = 0, or m 1 = 0, or both.
These are included in (125), and give finite v. At the other
extr�me we have m0 = ro, or m1 = oo , or both, and v =0. But
the term v will still exist finitely if the initial state includes
charge of one of the terminal condensers to a finite potential,
for then the mean potential will be finite. Practically, how
ever, a short circuit will mean simply K0 = oo at the terminal,
and no condenser. Then v =0. The special term does not
exist.
Observe that if m0 and m1 are defined to be Y0/Y and Y1/Y,
and ;if it be assumed (with or without warrant) that Y =0
gives a root, we shall obtain v = 0 usually, because m0 and m1
are :inade infinite. The exception is when Y0 and Y1 vanish
when Y does; the above case, in fact. Then Y-= 0 really
gives a root.

·r

Uniform Subsidence of Mean Current in a Bessel Circuit.
§ 349c. In the other case, if the source is e=pP, or the
momentum P initially at y, we may write
(126)
0= cJ,-1pP,
using the proper cf,, not the same as before, of course. Then
if we know that Z =0 gives ·a root of cp =0, we have cf,= ze,
not the same 0 as the last. Also, if c is the partial solution
depending upon Z = 0, we have
c= p
¢'EPl = pe/-RtfL,
L

• <

-

(127)
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and now we have only to evaluate 80 , the value of 8 or ,f,/p
when &=0, because Z =0 makes s=0.
The potential and current solutions are (111), (118). In
terms of Jm and J_ m and the previous p and u, they are
m +L
V 1 = -½sr.e y ' (J,,.-pJ_,,.).,(Jm+1 +uL m-1).(128)
x"
(p - u) sin mr.
C1 =ir.Ye(.cyr+1 (Jm+1 + PJ_m-1).l�m+1 +uJ_m-1)•. (129)
(p-u) smmr.
This is on the left of y. The 02 on the right side is got by
interchanging x and yin C1• The V2 is got by interchanging
p and u in the numerator only of (128). The signs of p and u
have to be carefully attended to. The formula of derivation
used is the first of (114) for Jm in VI " But iUs different with
J -m• The companion formulre to (114) are
(180)

z-

Applying (127) to (12 9), we see first that 1 does not show
itself. But as before, put Jm =3mpm• The factor Y then
becomes Ys- 2, that is, - 1 , showing that Z =O gives a root,
provided

z-

Z 0 =R0 + LoP =no{R + Lp), Z 1 =R1 + L JP =�(R + Lp), (181)
so that there are terminal coils having the proper time-constant.
Lastly, evaluating 80 by the first terms of the J functions
as before, we obtain
Pe-Rt/L
(182)
cA-2m_t-2m ,
L (n0 +n 1 + ---- )
2m

where 2m =n -1. The denominator is the total inductance
of the circuit, including that of the terminal coils, and c
expresses the mean value of the current throughout the whole
circuit at every moment.
When n0=0, or n1 =0, or both, we have one or more ter
minal earths or short circuits. If either of n0 or n1 is infinite,
it expresses more than a disconnection, for L0 (for instance) is
also infinite. The result is c =0, but c can be finite if the
initial state includes a finite current in the terminal coil.
Practically, a disconnection produces c=0 in another way.
T
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There is no terminal coil as a reservoir for magnetic energy,
and the special term involving Z =0 does not exist.
It will be observed in' the above ·evaluations that the quan
tities A' and B' which occur in p and er, equation (123)', are
reducea to s x constant or s-1 x constant by the special terminal
conditions. This makes p -u, (apart from the special factor
Z or Y above considered),. become a function of s2• In general
it is not a function of but of p. So now in concluding
this pa.rt of the subject it may appropriately be pointed out
tl:).at this pr!)perty can be generalised in many ways by appro
priate'. tetrilinal conditions involving electric and magnetic
en�rgy. We have merely to make,ZJZ and Z 1 /Z be functions
·of _s2 • _.It is sufficient_ to illustrate by an easy example. Let
(134)
-4o =.Ro+ Lop+ (K0 + S 0p)- 1,
This "says that Zo is. a' coil and a condenser in sequence
between the terminal and earth. Divide by
then, if
R0 +L0p=n0Z and K0 +S0 p=m0 Y, we obtain
1
Z0=
(135)
o
1110s2
Z n --·
4ro be a function of s�; n0 and in0 ·must be constants , that is,
n0 =R 0/R = L0/L, and 1110 =K0/K =S0/S. Similarly we may
make Z 1 /Z a function of s2 •
In all · such cases p - u is made a function of s2 ( with the
possible extra factor), and its roots are calculable by tabl_es of
Bessel functions. Then there are two p's to every s2 in a
known manner, ·so that. the time functions are known, and a
· ,,. ' · · - · '
complete development can be obtained.
[NoTE.-In § 330 and § 334, the function K 1 (qx) is defined
to be the derivative of K0(qx). But there are good reasons
for the later notation, in § 336 and aft�r, which makes K1 (qx)
be the negative of the derivative of K0 (qx)'. See equations
(3), (4), p.' 240, and (18), p. ·243, The function Km (qx) is
always positive.
The G,,.(sx) function has the opposite sign to that employed
in my "Electrical Papers," for good reasons. I have en
deavoured to smooth matters, and .from § 336 to the end have
employed that standardisation which experience in the com
plicated relations of Bessel ·functions has sliown me to be the
best and the. easiest to follow.]
{3

f

•
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APPEKDIX C. RATIO:XAL UNITS.

• r

In 1891 I endeavoured, to the best of my ability, to revive an old
labour by directing attention to the irrational nature of the ;B.: �
system of units (once so much praised), and advanced arguments to
show that not merely should the presentation of theory be altered,
but that the practical units should be reformed. (See Vol.· I.;
Chapter II., and the Preface). In 1892 Prof. Lodge wrote asking
me if .I had any practical proposal to make. The following letter!!
resulted:THE POSITIO:N" OF 4,,. IN ELECTRO::IHGNETIC U�TTS.
[.Yatitr�, July 28, 1892, p. 292.]
There is, I believe, a growing body of opinion that the present system of
electri<: and magnetic units is inconvenient in practice, by reason of the
occurrence of 4,r as a factor in the specification of quantities which have
no obvious relation with circles or spheres.
It is felt that the number of lines from a pole should ·be m rather than
the present 41rm, that " ampere turns" i3 better than 4,rnC, that the
electromotive intensity outside a charged body might be ,,. instead of 4:,,.,,.,
and similar changes of that sort ; see, for instance, lli. Williams's recent
paper to the Physical Society.
l\Ir. Heaviside, in his articles in The Electri.cian and elsewhere, has
strongly emphasised the importance of the change and the simplification
that can thereby be made.
In theoretical investigations there seems some probability that the
-implified formulro may come to be adoptedµ, being written instead of 41rµ,, and k instead of � ;
K
but the question is whether it is or is not too late to incorporate the prac
tica.l outcome of such a change into the units employed by electrical
engineers.
For myself I am impressed with the extreme difficulty of now making
any change in the ohm, the volt, �c., even though it he only a numerical
change; but in order to find out what practical proposal the supporters of

I
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the redistribution of 4,r had in their mind, I wrote to Mr. Heaviside to
inquire. His reply I enclose; and would merely say further that in a.U.
probability the genera.I question of units will come up a.t Edinburgh for
OLIVER J. LODGE.
discussion.
MY DEAR LonoE,-1 a.m gla<l to hear that the EJ_uestion of rational
electrical units will be noticed at Edinburgh-if not thoroughly discussed.
It is, in my opinion, a very important question, which must, sooner or
later, come to a head and lead to a thoroughgoing reform, Electricity is
becoming not only a master science, but also a very practical science. Its•
units should therefore be settled upon a sound and philosophical basis. l
do not refer to practical details, which may be varied from time to time
(Acts of Parliament notwithstanding), but to the fundamental principles
concerned.
If we were to define the unit area to be the area of a. circle of unit
diameter, or the unit volume to be the volume of a sphere of unit
diameter, we could, on such a basis, construct a consistent system of
units. But the area of a rectangle or the volume of a parallelepiped woufd
involve the quantity 1r, and various derived formulro would possess the
same peculiarity. No one would deny that such a system was an absurdly
irrational one.
I maintain that the system of electrical units in present use is founded
upon a similar irrationality , which pervades it from top to bottom. How
this has happened, and how to cure the evil, I have considered in my
papers-first in 1882-83, when, however, I .thought it was hopeless to expect
a thorough reform ; and again in 1891, when, in my "Electromagnetic
Theory," I adopted rational units from the beginning, pointing out.
their connection with the common irrational units separately, after giving
a general outline of electrical theory in terms of the rational.
Now, presuming provisionally that the first and second stages to Salva
tion (the Awakening and Repentance) have been safely passed through,
which is, however, not at all certain at the present time, the question
arises, How proceed to the third stage, Reformation 1 Theoretically,
this is quite easy, as it merely means working with rational formulm
instead of irrational ; and theoretical papers and treatises may, with great
advantage, be done in rational formulre at once, and irrespective of the
reform of the practical units. But taking a far-sighted view of the matter, it
is, I think, very desirable that the practical units themselves should be
rationalised as apeedily as may be. Thia must involve some temporary in
convenience, the prospect of which, unfortunately, is an encouragement to
shirk a duty; as is, likewise, the common feeling of respect for the laboura
of our predecessors, But the duty we owe to our followers, to lighten
their labours permanently, should be paramount. This is the main reasot,
why I attach so much importance to the matter; it is not merely one of
abstract scientific interest, but of practical and enduring significance ; for
the evils of the present system will, if it continue, go on multiplying with
every advance in the science and its applications.
Apart from the size of the units of length, mass and time, and of the
dimensions of the electrical quantities, we have the following relation"
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between the rational and irrational units of voltage V, electric current C,
resistance R, inductance L, pennittance S, electric charge Q, electric force
E, magnetic force H, induction B. Let x2 stand fo;:- 4,.-, and let the
auffixes ,,. and i mean rational and irrational (or ordinary). Also let the
presence of square brackets signify that the " absolute" unit is referred to.
Then we have[E] [Yr) [Hr] [Br] [Ci] [�]
x-[EiJ-[ViJ-[H.]-[BiJ-[CrJ-[Qr]'

[R T J [LT ) [S,1
=
=
2=
x [RiJ [LiJ [srr
The next question is, what multiples of these units we should take to make
the practical units. In accordance with your request I give my ideas on
the subject, premising, however, that I think there is no finality in things
,of this sort.
First, if we let the rational practical units be the same multiples of
the "absolute" rational units as the present practical units are of thei,,.
.absolute progenitors, then we would have (if we adopt the centimetre,
.gramme, and second, and the convention that µ=l in ether)
[Rrl x109 =new ohm =x2 times old.
[Lr] x109 = new mac =x2
[S;]x10-9 = new farad = x-2
[C,]x10--1= new amp =x-1
[V,,.]x108 = new volt ::x
107 ergs = new joule = old joule.
107 ergs per sec = new watt = old watt.
I ,do not, however, think it at all desirable that the new units should
follow on the same rules as the old, and consider tha.t the following system
iia preferable :x2
[R,Jx108 = new ohm = xold ohm.
10
=

new mac

=

x2

Th

xold mac.

[S,,.Jx10-s =new farad=!? xold farad.
[C;] x 1

=

new amp

=

� xold amp.
X

new volt
x x old volt.
[V,,.Jx10
108 ergs = new joule = 10 x c,ld joule.
108 ergs per sec.=new watt= 10 xold watt.
8

=

=

'It will be observed that this set of practical units makes the ohm, mac,
amp, volt, and the unit of elaatance, or reciprocal of permittance, all
larger than the old ones, but not greatly larger, the multiplier varying
roughly from 1¼ to 3½,
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'What, however, I attach particular importance to is the use of one
power of 10 only, viz., 10\ in passing from the 'absolute to the practical
units ; instead of, as in the common system, no less than four powers, 101,.
107, 108, and 10v. I regard this peculiarity of the common system as a
needless and (in my experience) very i•exatious complication. In the lOS
system I have described, this is done away with, and still the practical
electrical units keep pare fairly with the old ones. The multiplication of
the old joule ,tml watt by 10 is, of course, a necessary accompaniment. I
do not see any objection to the change. Though not important, it seems
rather an improvement. (But transformations of units are so treacherous,
that I should wish the whole of the above to be narrowly scrutinised.)
It is suggested to make 109 the multiplier throughout, and the resultsare:[Rr] x 109 = new ohm = :r2 x old ohm.
[L,] x l0V =uew mac =x2 x old mac.
[S,] x I0-9 = new farad =x-2 x old farad.
[C,.] x I

IO x old amp.
=new amp - -

[Vr] x 109 =new volt

= IOx x old volt.

109 ergs = new joule = 102 x old joule.
109 ergs p. sec. = new watt = 10 2 x old watt.
But I think this system makes the ohm inconveniently big, and has some·
other objections. But I do not want to dogmatise in these matters of
detail. Two things I would emphasise :-First, rationalise the units•.
Next, employ a single multiplier, as, for example, 108•
OLIYER HEAVISIDE.
Paignton, Devon, July 18, 1892.
Nothing particular seemed to result. · · I do not know that thsre·
was any discussion of the matter at the Edinburgh meeting. ·The,
development was apparently only in its first stage, the Awakening.
The B. A. Committee, so far as I know, took no formal notice of
a serious matter in which they should be so much interested.
About 1894-5 too, they were so ill-advised (in my opinion) as to·
persist in their errors and announce that there did not appear to be
any reason why their practical units should not be legally adopted
(I have not the document by me to give the exact words). This
was accordingly done, by proclamation, so to speak, under the
Royal Arms, as may be seen in contemporary journals. The ques
tion of rationalisation was apparently nowhere.
In the meantime, however, between 1891 and 1895, a remarkable
diffusion of knowledge on this subject, and consequent change of
opinion and formation of opinion, had taken place, as some of the
follow�ng' will show. The discussion arose out of Prof. Lodge's.·
Report on Magnetic Units, which was printed and circulated
amongst members of the B. A. Committee and others, including.
myself, for opinions. It was reprinted in The Electrician, August,
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2,\st,5, p. 449, along with letters from Mr. F. G. Bailey and Prof.
J. D. Evere�t. It was .not considered proper
ci��ulate.my own
.opinions of the Report l\mongst the members of the Committe�.
Hence their separate publication in The Electi-icw.n, August 16, 1895,
p. 511-12, in the form of the following two letters to Dr. Lodge :

to

MAGNETIC UNITS.
Paignton, January 28, 1895.
. DRAR LODGE: I )J.ad some idea of marking your paper an· through,
in the way of simplifying it mainly, but I gave it up when you got im
mersed in the 41r muddle. You (the B. A. Committee I mean) are in a
beautiful state of muddle by reason of re(using_ to complete your work
properly. You cannot say you did not know you were wrong till after the ,
"legalisation"; you cannot put it on to International Conferences; yoii
began it, and the blame is your2-all the more so from your refusal to put
it right, or even to make the beginniu� of an attempt to put it right, by
open admission of error, and recommendation of a revision, and l>y properly
discussing it at your B. A. meetings and at Chicago. There is no way out
of the muddle than by my radical cure, I believe. When -practicians get
to be a little more enlightened than they are, the B. A. system will be
something for them to laugh at and damn, if it is not already. Even in
pure theory, it has been the cause of much mischief, of which I could give
examples in the theories of eminent men, Swinburne has suggested in
Nature that I am very likely wrong in this matter. What is more sugges
tive is that �fagnus Maclean, of Glasgow, who wrote on Units in the
Electrical Engineer lately, had the assurance to dismiss my reform with
the condemnation that my reasons were unwarranted. The geographical
suggestiveness is obvious, though perhaps equally unwarranted. But theµ
yoo are a rationalist, and so is FitzGerald, and Larmor, and perhaps many
more. Perhaps a majority on the B. A. Committee are rationalists. Then
why do they not do the proper thing, and complete their work properly!
You cannot get out of the muddle in any other way.
Voltage and gaussage. I dare say practicians will not like them.
Gaussage especially. (Sausage!) I do not admire them myself i•ery much,
on account of the "age," but I took- voltage as I found it, and extended
the meaning. .(How about voltation and gaussation 1) Accepting these
words voltage and gaussage, however (or others), it should be noted that
they stand for E.lLF. and for :riI.11.F., not for falls of potential (electric or
magnetic), because the latter are exceptional, and in fact often become
meaningless and quite wrong. Practicians are quite up to circuitation ;
the E.11.F. in a circuit, for instance, is the sum of the elementary effective
parts of the real electric force. I think, then, that they should speak of
the gaussage or the voltage in a circuit, or along a line, or from a to II,
&c.; not gaussfall, which I do not like at all.
I think "intensity of" may be dropped altogether, I maintain that
E and H are forces, dynamically (generalised, of course); specify them as
the electric force and the magnetic force, and you are all right, and dyna-
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mica.Hy sound, Their factors D and B in the energy density a.re the
corresponding fluxes.
I think your opening part could be simplified a good deal. After that,
when you bring in 4,.. and 10-1 and 10/4,r, and so forth, I would not pre
sume to criticise. I would rather not concern myself with such a bad job,
.About the meaning to be given to inductance, permeance, &c., when you
take in iron and do not keep to very small forces or small variations in big
forces, Here the practical requirements of the practician have to be con
sulted undoubtedly, but if they are let a.lone they may do it in some way
that they will be sorry for a.fterw9.rds. The difficulty seems to me to be
that there is no definite connection between H and B. In § 192 of "Elec
tromagnetic Theory " I have tried to indicate how we may perhaps come to
a good magnetic theory, in which, however, it would be necessary to discri
minate; thus, H=F+h; F only to be free, such that the curl of Fie
the current density.
But as regards the extended meaning of µ.: suppose we do take a. defi
nite connection between Hand B, ignoring hysteresis, and that we have
-curlE=B.

How pot Bin terms of H!
would be

It seems to me that the best theoretical way

B= dB
dB

so that

µ. �::

and B=/µ.dH.

dH-::
rlt

µ.H.

(Similarly D=/�dE.}

that the volumic heat capacity of a body is

c=-,
dv

so that

H=/cdv,

and

(This is like saying

·
dv
H=c-,
dt

H being the heat per unit volume, v the temperature. It goes well in the
diffusion of heat.)
Then, �imilarly, we should have in a circuit, (N =total induction),
E=N=� dC=LC;
d

so that L= }'=and N=JLdC.
would give

dC

T=HB

=Hµ.ir,

or

dC dt

The activity BB per unit volume

T=/HdB
dB
=/H-dH= /1J.H dH;
dH

and by volume integration, we shoul<l ·get for a coil,

T=CN=CLC,
aK
T=/Cdtdt =/CdN=/CLdC.
But whether this is likely to be c�mvenient for the iron people, I would
not presume to say. Perhaps they do not want any of these quasi-scientific
ways of try ing to represent facts which are not definite in themselves ;
i.e., dB/dH is not a mere function of H.
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Paignton, February 3, 1895.
DEAR LoDGE: In my last, commenting on your report, I had doubts as to
•whether the dB/dH =µ. definition would be convenient for practicians. It
•is obviously theoretically recommendative. On consideration, I again
-doubt it. Further than that, I do not think that quasi-official or confer
ential decisions are desirable on moot points involving unsettled theory.
•{That, however, is not a new opinion.) For the··case is peculiar. There is
no theory of magnetism, but only the beginnings of one. It is an
-excellent theory, too, only the application is limited. Now the effect of
iron on the magnetic field is in general theory only a side matter, a
secondary phenomenon, like many others. Commercially, it assumes
exaggerated importance, so much so, that one is apt to overlook other and
more important considerations in general theory. Practicians swallow
-camels in their "predetermination" work. It is based on theory, in fact
on the precise thecry, but is modified empirically by characteristic curves,
percentage allowances for waBte by hysteresis and leakage (which is a big
camel). They do their swallowing with complacency, so I suppoee they do
not suffer ill effecrs. If I were a practician, I would swallow camels too,
· if I found that they agreed with me, and sacrifice rigoar to expP.diency. Not
being a practician, though, I should very much like to se" a good theory .
of magnetis:n with variableµ., and leave practicians to work any way they
like, with fictitiou.� make-believe permcances and reluctances, and lumping
together of independent variables.
!!zsteresis is the theoretical trouble. Along with this, waste of energy.
Now itisnot enough to know-liow much waste there is in acycle; I want
to know how the waste comes in in difterent parts thereof, and on what it
depends. Is it ini-aria'ily associated with a change of the intrinsic magne
tism (intrinsic pro tem.), or only accidentally, as a secondary matter!
There is a curious caae in last week's Electrica./, Engineer, in a paper by
Mavor. The staff is called steel, but is said to be chemically pure iron. It
gives relatively small waste, but large hysteresis, and large µ. in the ordinary
s�nse. Say as in the figure. It is lmaginable that quite pure iron would
make the loop become of insensible area. As it is, "t is suggested to ignore
,the loop, and take the median curve ; but if we do that we have B vanish
ing withH, a regnlar µ.=dB/dH system, with energy stored and no waste.
But owing to the extreme steepness of the curves we see that there is a very
large intrinsic B when H is zero or small, and thfa will be so even when the
locp is made of smaller and smaller area. It seems quite absurd to take
B/F to represent permeability, or dB/dF either. Here F is what the prac
ticians call H; it belongs to the coil; curl F=C; not curl H. But say
B=h+F. so that curl (B -h)=curl F=C. We must allow"for distinction
between B and F in theory. As B is not a function of F only, we must
have at least one other variable quantity. Perhaps h would be enough for
a practical theory under limitations. But we need to know how h varies
with F, or how much of B at any moment is connected with F and how
much is independent pro tem. I think this is the right way to look at it,
'because, first, this way satisfies Poisson's old theory (greatly simplified in
expression) of induced magnetisation, and also the more modern view of the
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same,induced and imi,rinsic together (intrinsic constant though) (also simpli•
lied in expression), and· if h could be considered given (as a function of the
tim� for instance) with a. given. conn.ection between B and H, we should
still ha'l"e,a workable theoty, a generalisation of the present. But practi
cally we po not have h as a given datum (constant or variable). It comes
in through the aqtion of F, and it seems, not in a regular or constant way.
For the•symmetrical Ioop .is only got after many reversalb, putting the iron
into a peculiar state. If ·there were no waste (or it were insensible) it might
be the same, but I am inclined to think there must be waste in the initial
se�tling, even if there is none finally (in a suggested pure iron).

I should think E,ving ought to have the material at his disposal, and the
proper realisation of the facts, to be able to discriminate between B total
and intrinsic, and to get a sort of normal true inductivity curve (quite
different from the commonly assumed) and so come to a·sort of theory.

The Report and above letters. were followed by an interesting
discussion in The Electrician (summer and autumn of 1895), of
which I give a few notes. Prof. Lodge's report mainly consisted of
an attempt to systematise magnetic relations and units without em
ploying rational units ; and the discussion was mainly upon it, and
not about rational units. Of course, I hold that Prof. Lodge's pro
cedure was wrong, and that the units should be rationalised first. I
therefore only notice (in general) the opinions on the question of
rationalisation. I condense.
Mr. J. A. KINGDON said engineers would be dismayed by the Report.
Prof. S.. P. THOMPSON encountered the great, 4,,-, but did not overcome it.
l\Ir. SYDNEY EvERSlIED was apparently put in a state of fever by the
Report, and seemed to be amazed at my audacity in actually proposing to
abolish 4,r. He also misused words.
Prof. EWING discussed the Report. Also, he thought it impossible to
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formulate a theory of maguetic induction, thus practically declinfog �y
invitation.
Mr. W. B. Essox was thoroughly unsympathetic with Prof. Lodge. AA
for me, he called me a "riugleader," and said I ought to be both proud and
happy that my work (which, he says, will endure) would never be- degraded
by the practician by application to things useful
l\Ir, H. W. RA\'EXSHAW thought, with regard to ihe 4ir question: it was
not generally known that 2H= ampere turns per inch within 2 per cent.
He also thought "practician" was offensive !
Mr. F. V. Axmrnsox remarked that the C. G. S. is not a rational system.
Prof. LODGE sai,l the reluctance to extend to magni,tic units the ;ame
sort of treatment as had proved successful for electrical units "'al! sol!lewhat
surpnsmg. [Xot at ::.11, remt!mberiog the two objections, that most
practicians or engineers only ·want to be let alone ; �hilst more scientific
persons want to go further still, and do it rationally. See below.]
Mr. W. E. SuMPXEU said 4ir/10 can't be got rid of. No importance to
practical men. Used to it. He ru;ked wh�ther my system was ever iikely
to be adopted. [There seems to be something brain-paralysil!g in the
dynamo and transformer, producing a feeling of helplessness.]
Mr. L. B. ATKixsox said he thought it was too late to discuss whether
the B. A. system was best or not; thought the new units,�� unmitigated
nuisance ; and added that we were threatened with another complication in
the adoption of a. "system in which air or ether is not to be the standard
subtance." [This is quite new.]
Mr. A. T. SXELL thought 4ir/10 was really of little importance in dynamo
work.
Mr. W. B. SAYERS did not remark on it.
Prof. G. F. FITZGERALD entirely agreed with me that it is a great mis
fortuue that the units have been wrongly based, but did not at a\l agree
that a change is possible, and discouraged men from wasting their time in
endeavouring to bring it about when there are so many othei: things better
worth doing. [Truly there is much to do, but there are many men to do
it. And Prof. FitzGerald's argument agaiust doing this little ruatt�r
seems weak. Besides, it is not such a little matter in the long run, b_ut a
very important one.]
l\Ir. Q. L. ADDEXBHOOKE agreed with me thorough:y on the 4ir·question.
Said that in 10 or 15 years it will probably be found ad\;sable to start
with a complete new set of units _on a rational basis. [)Iuoh easier now.
if the inclination prompts to action.]
Prof. LonGE, referring to the above discussion, and before the B. A. dis
cussion, called attention to some' aspects of the matter of magne'tic units
which might be overlooked.
The Electrician summed up in a leader. The practical man holds up hi�
hands in horror at my proposal, and says, No; it shall not be, it must not
be. At the same time, the writer was not sure that I am not right after all,
even though it be H, v. Mundum ; and that some day we shall wonder how
the B. A. systennva.s ever blundered into, and turn to the man who trie,1
to sa,e us from ourselves.
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The reader of the above cannot fail to notice the gradual change
in tone. It is getting quite favourable. Then ca.me the B. A.
discussion, when more progresR was ma.de.
" One of the most
striking features was the leaning shown by many of the speakers
towards rational units."
Prof. SILVANUS THOMPSON wrui impressed by the importance of rational
units, physically and practically. Moreover, in his opinion, the change
would not be very difficult. But because we might soon have to remodel
the whole system was a very strong reason for taking a minimum of action
now. [I think he meant as regards the proposals in the Report, without
doing it rationally.]
Prof. ,v. E. AYRTON considered the question was not what ought to have
been done 30 years ago, but what would be best under present circum.
stances. [Exactly so ; rationalise now, or make preparations.]
Dr. JOHNSTONE STONEY's printed remarks do not bear on the matter.
Dr. FEDERICK BEDELL said it was too soon. :Kot quite ready to take up
the rationalisation question yet.
Prof. J. D. EVERETT agreed with me in theory, but objected that the
harmony between astronomical and other [so-called] absolute systems of
units would no longer hold. [So much the worse for the astronomical
units ; but I am unable to see that there is much· contact at present
between astronomicai. and electromagnetic quantities. They are practi
cally independent.]
Prof. PERRY was sorry to think that the Committee did not boldly face
a difficulty which became greater by delay, and adopt at once my sugges•
tions as to rational units. Ile thought it was quite possible to make the
change now.
Mr. TnEMLETT CARTER did not think posterity woul<l admire the present
system. "All agreed" that the rational system was better, and should be
adopted. No more difficult than to introduce the metric system of weights
and measures. [Much easier.· Consider what heaps of old weights and
measures there are, and that they enter into the daily life of the multitude!]
Dr. LODGE feared it was too late for so radical though desirable a change,
but was interested in seeing how many seemed to favour it. If done at all,
it should be done thoroughly, and applied to electric and magnetic and
astronomical units. Perhaps the best time would be when the real nature
of the ethereal constants became, understood. [This is cold water indeed.
It may mean the Greek Kalends. But I don't see why astronomy should
be brought in. It is not necessary, if astronomers object.]
This•finished the B. A. discussion. There was a. little more in

The Electrician.

Mr. W. H. PREECE, F.R.S., said some object to the presence of ,r, and
would relegate it, "by mere artificialism,'' to a less intrusive place. [This
reminds me of the member of the B. A. Committee who objected to E = RC
and said it should be C=EjR. He, and Prof. 1\IaxweJl, and the other
members of the Committee, had so arranged the units that it should be so,
without any arbitrary and unnecessary consta!lt],
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Prof. A. GRAY thought the inconvenience of 41r, though sensible, had been
exaggerated.
Prof. Jom1 PERRY had no doubt whatever. The change must come, and
"Better soon than syne." [Bravo !]
llr. F. G. BAILY proposed µ.=4,r/109 for air, and thought that the sim
plest way out of the 4,r trouble.
Mr. C. G. HAWKINS expressed his belief in the ultimate and perhaps not
very far distant victory of my "rad,cal cure." Nothing required to be
added to the reasons adduced by me. He also sketched lightly his idea
of the way the change should come, beginning with an international
agreement. [But that is a very doubtful point. I differ. I think the
original sinner should reform first. Then matters would be greatly
smoothed for the others.]
lllr. W. WII.LllMS pointed out an auxiliary argument in favour of therational system, based upon his dimensional views.
Mr. W. B. SAYERS asked whether the distinction between Hand B is not
a relic of the action at a distance idea, and also whether it should not be1,1=0 in air.
That is about all, and it is instructive aR well as somewhat
amusing to see bow rapidly the three stages to Salvation were run,
through, from initial ignoration t.o the consideration of details
of Reformation. Now, is the m:1tter to end here 1 Surely not. l_
would say to all and sundry, do not let the matter drop after such
a successful beginning, but keep pegging away till the actual
demand for the reform is pressing. It is not likely that an oldi
institution like the B. A. Committee will do anything without
pressure. It meets every year.
Of course, there have been many other expressions of opinion,
than the above on the question of rational units. Prof. J. J.
Thomson, for example, has commended the simplicity of the•
rational way of displaying the electromagnetic relations ; but I
doubt whether Cambridge men are favourable to a change. One
of them advanced this argument, "But, after all, 4,,. must come in
somewhere." As if it didn't matter where! It is also curious to.
note the action of the dynamo and transformer. Dr. Fleming, .
however, is a marked exception. He was an early convert, r,
believe.
Of the progress of rationalistic principles outside the United,
Kingdom, I have next to no knowledge.
It is difficult to advance any new argument. But the following
may put the rationalisation question in a new light for some people.
There is a natural tendency for theory and practice to diverge. To.
keep this divergence within bounds, the same ideas should be in,
action in both cases. This can only be secured by the rational
system. There may then be identity of ideas, and parallel modes,
of expressing them. See Chap. II., Vol. I.

.
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CHAPTER VII.
ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES AND GENERALISED
DIFFERENTIATION.
Determination of the Value of pH by a Diffusio� Problem�
§ 350. At the very beginning of the, treatment of the subject
of diffusion there presented itself to our consideration the
execution of a differentiating operation which, according to
ordinary notions of differeniiation, was unintelligible. This
was the operation concerned in the function 1h, where p i_s
the time differentiator, and 1 is the special function oft which
is zero before and unity after the moment t=O. Instead of
the operand being 1, it may be any function of the time. The
squ11,re. root of a differentiator occurs in the fundamentals
of the physical subject, namely, the generation of a wave of
diffusion. It is necessary and inevitable; also, when studied,
it is found to facilitate working.
In order to avoid introducing the idea of fractional differen
tiation from the theoretical standpoint, I took the value of p½l
as known· experimentally, § 241, equation (A). There is no
question as to its value; that is settled by Fourier's investiga
tions in the theory of the diffusion of heat in conductors.
But, without this reference to a known result, we should be
justified by the consistency of the results obtained by the
assumption that the function p¼l was of the form employed.
For the general formulm for diffusive waves were obtained, and
then series of reflected waves, and finally these were converted
to series of normally subsiding states. The same process was
also carried out for Bess�l waves and normal series.
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The're will be a good dei:.l of
made"' occasionally. o1
fractional differentiation in ·the following; when it tur� up.
The theory of the matter, also, will not be overlooked. But
the primary object of ·the chapter now beginning is electro
magnetic waves, and the generalisations will take a s1,bsidiary
place as they are suggested. Those who -may prefer a more
formal and logically-arranged treatment may seek it else�
where, and find it if they can; or else go and do it tliemselves.
At present, merely for the sake of comple' eness, I intro
duce one example r,f the experimental disco,ery·of the nieanmg
of pil, founded upon the old diffusive methods. We found in
§ 240, equation (7), that when an infinitely long cable, with
constants R, S (resistance and permittance -per unit length),
is subjected at its beginning to impressed voltage e, the current
produced on the spot was expreEsed by
C = (Sp/R)½ e.

(1)

If e is constant, we ha,e to find what pH means. Now, w�
can work out this problem in Fourier series, first for a finite
cable, and then proceed to the limit. Thus, let the· cable be
of length l, and be earthed there. Then, if s2 = - RSp,
V =sin!(l-xle
sinsl

(2)

is the potential V at x due to e, as in§ 265, equation (1), since
it makes V = e at the beginning and V = 0 at the end. The
algebrisation by the expansion theorem (§ 287, equation (43),
or in any equivalent way) makes
x) _ 2e ..., r. sin sx .....•tfRS
V _ (l _
(3)
-e

l

-;,;..,t-s-E

'

where, in the summation, s has the values r./l, 2../l, 3r./l, &c.
Observing that the step from one s to the next is r./i, and
that it becomes infinitely small when l is made infinitely
great, we see at a glance that l = oo converts (3) to
V = e- 2ef� ds sin sx E -,•ttr.s.
r. 0
8

(4)

That is, there is a conversion of the Fourier series to a
definite integral, the previous finite step r./l becoming the
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infinitesimal step ds. The current at the beginning, X=O, is
got by 0= - R-1 (dV/dx), and then putting x= O. This makesC=

"'
"-, t/R.Sds.
�j
R1r o

(5}

2

Comparing with (1), and removing unnecessary constants, we
see that
"'
p'I=�f c s2t ds,, = 1'(,)
(6)
1l"

..r:(tJ

0

+-!.,.

,h '

which is a well-known integral. Perhaps the easiest way to
evaluate it (by an ingenious device, also well-known), is thus:.

So, taking the square root, we arrive at the required result,
(8)
The above is only one way in a thousand. I do not give
any formal proof that all ways properly followed must neces
sarily lead to the same result.
It should be noticed, in passing, that the operator C/e
which is rational when l is finite, reduces to the irrational form
in (1) just when the Fourier series passes into the definite
integral, by making l infinite. At the same time the infinite
series of waves involved in the Fourier series reduces to a
single wave.
Elementary generalised differentiation. Value of pmt when
m is integral or midway between.
§ 351. On the basis of the result just obtained, we are in
possession of the value of pmHt, when mis any integer, posi 
tive or negative. Thus, when m is positive, we have whole
differentiations to perform upon p•l. For example,
t-i
1h =pp•I=p(1rt)-• = - - ,
2,r½
1.3.5 t-�
t-t
pH = 1.3
-- '
pil - -- 3 -::½•
½
2
2.2 ,.
l.

l.

#

}

(9)
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and so on. 'iVhen m is negative we must perform integra
tions from O to t. Thus,
2t1
p-11 =p-1 pll =p-l(r.t)-1 =r,1 ,
(10)

and so on.
We also know the value of pm + 1 t", where n is integral, or is
an integer + ½· Say it is integral and positive. Let the
operand be t"/:n where ·Jn is the factorial function 1.2.3 .. .. n.
Then
I"
t"
t"-1 ,
(11)
1r"l =-;
pI-=-·n-1
In
�
and now introducing the index ½, we get
t" =pm-n+ll=pm-n_·__
1 _
pm+I _
(12)
I�

'
(r.t)

Here m-n is integral, so we have the former cases again, as
in (9) and- (10). Now the fundamental property of I� is
(13)
with the addition that its value must be fixed for any one
value of n, for instance, I!= 1. It follows that I�= 1 also, ancl
that 'n is ro for all negative integral values of n. Consequently
(11) a-nd (12) are also valid when n is negative. For example,
pl =0, provided t is positive. It is really an impulse at the
moment t =0. Also pl=r 1/I�• and this is zero, unless tis
also zer0.
Comparing results, it will be observed that if we use the
formula (13) when n is an integer + ½, as well as when it is
an integer, and introduce the datum that
(14)
the above results in generalised differentiation are valid with
the extended meaning of n. Tl.ms,
Lt=JL=½=½r.t,
(15 )
I-!= -2!-=J:,
We shall now have
(16)
u
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when n is any integer, or is midway between two consecutive
integers ; and the same as regards m.
The extension to the case of n being any real number,
positive or negative, is not difficult, but we do not want it at
present. The above can be applied to numerous electromag
netic problems without going further into the meaning of
generalised differentiation. That J -½ is 71";. is, as far as the
above is concerned, merely a convention or definition, the
factorial notation being convenient for showing the system
involved, and for the expression of results.
Cable Problem :-C = (K+ Sp)½(R + Lp)-i
(1). Elementary Cases by Inspection.
§ 352. After the above little mathematical excursion we may
return to the physical problem out of which it arose, but
generalised to include self-induction and leakage. Let the
cable have the four constants R, K, L, S, in the notation pre
viously employed, the additional L and Kbeing the inductance
and leakance per unit length. Then the current produced by
e impressed at the beginning of an infinitely long cable is

C = (K + �p')\
(17)
.1:t+Lp
that is, R is generalised to R + L,1J and Sp to K + Sp. See
Vol. I, § 221, equation (12).
Now this is a far mo.:e developed case than the former. Ways
of algebrising it have to be found·. The previous mode of
attack will be found to be enormously complicated. But we
can find what (17) means pretty straight o_ut from itself, with
out the circumbendibus involved in evaluating complicated
integrals by rigorous methods.
Notice some special cases first. If only R and S are finite
we have the former case. Bu� if R and S are zero, whilst L
and Kare finite, we have a similar case. Thus
C = (K/Lp)le= 2(Kt/L1T)i,
(18)
by using the value of p-½1. The current increases to infinity
according to the square root of the time. This is a curious
case of leakage conductance and inductance only, and is purely
a m_agnetic problem.
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Next, all four constants being finite, p=0 in (17) produces
the steady ultimate state C = (K/R)le. Here (R/K)1 is the
effective steady resistance reckoned at the beginning of the
circuit. In the extreme case R=0, no steady state is reached,
of course.
Further, let R/L =K/S. Then p goes out from (17), which
again reduces to C = (K/R)ie. This is the distortionless case,
§ 209. It now holds good always, whether e is steady or not,
the cable behaving towards the impressed voltage as though it
were a mere resistance.
Again, putting p =ni in (17) will produce the simply periodic
.current that results when e is simply periodic, by reducing it
to the form C = (K' + S'p)�. The developed formula was given
in § 221, Vol. I., and need not be repeated.
Finally, p =coin (17) gives the initial value of C when e
,mddenly jumps from zero·to a finite value, viz.,
0=(S/L)1e=e/�v,

(19)

if v is the speed of propagation, or (LS)-½,
In the tbeory of a plane electromagnetic wave the.equation
.corresponding to (17) is
H= (g+µp)½E,
(20)
k+cp

where E and H are the electric and magnetic forces, c and µ
the permittivity and inductivity, k and g the conductivities,
electric and magnetic respectively. It can be treated in the
same way, and, in fact, it represents the same problem
physically, except as regards the constant g. This was
explained in Chapter IV.
(2). Algebrisation when e is constant and K zero. Two
ways. Convergent and divergent results.
§ 353. Now let e be constant after t = 0, and zero before,
-and consider the case in which K is the only constant that
vanishes. Then
S
e
C= (
p ) e=
(21)
H.+Lp
Lv(1+2ap-1)!'
ifa=R/2L.
The suggestion to employ the binomial theorem is obvious
It will expand the operator in powers of p, and so substi-
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tute a series of easy operations for an unintelligible one.
Thus, expanding in rising powers of a/p,
s
2
.5
C = �{ 1 - � + 1.3(�) - 1 .� (�) +...} 1.
Lr
P I� P
I:: JJ

(22)

Here we have only whole integrations. So the immediate
result is, by the third of equations (1 1) above,
1.3.5(at)s + .. ' 1·
1.3(at)" --e {1 -at+ C =J,
(i�)'
Lv
C�?

(23)

a convergent solution in rising powers of the time. The
straightforward and rapid way of getting the result is
remarkable.
But the binomial theorem furnishes another way of expand
ing the operator in (21), viz., in rising powers of p. Thus,
( /2
C=_!_ p a)' e
Lv (1 + p/2a )½
2
3
=_!_ { 1 -E..+ 1 .3
. (24)
Lv
4a I� 4a
I� 4ti + .. ·}(P_)!e
2a

(_!'_) - � (1!_)

Here we know already the value of (p/2a)½e, viz., e/(2r.at)½.
We have, therefore, merely to perform whole differentiations.
upon it to produce the solution with the same directness in
this form:1
e
12 32
1
1 2 32 5 2
C=
+
+
+...} . (25)
{
Lv (2r.at)i l Sat !�(Sat) i + \�(Sat) 3
2

This is a divergent series. So much the better. It is easier
to calculate except when at is so small as to bring the point
of convergence too near the beginning.
Equations (23) and (25) are equivalent. Comparing (251
with (3) § 336, we see that (25) is the same as
(26}
where Ho(at) is the divergent zeroth Bessel function which was
shown to be numerically equivalent to 2Io(at). Therefore (23),
being convergent, should represent
(27}
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That it does may be verified by multiplying together the
ordinary series for the exponential and the convergent Bessel
function ; (27) then becomes (23).
Besides the very direct way of getting the results .(which, I
may remark, are quite correct*), there are several points to be
noticed. Thus, we find the use of the binomial theorem is
justifiable, to substitute an infinite series of separate integra
tions or differentiations for the operator involving the radical.
Next, that the convergency of the series in powers of p
obtained does not enter into the question at all. Either (24)
or (22) is divergent when a/p is numerical. But both are
valid, though one gives rise to a convergent final result, the
other to a divergent one. As regards the practical use of the
latter, see§ 335 for the present. The question will arise again.
Notice further that we obtained (23) from (21) through
(22) without any use of fractional differentiation. But if we
take the special case of the same got by making L = 0, we
reduce (21) to the form (1), and cannot now escape from p½.
This is curious. The lesser seems to contain more than the
greater. The explanation is to be seen in the other way of
expanding the operator. The reduced form of (24) is (1), and
both involve pl. It still remains remarkable, however, that
we can escape from 1h, and so evaluate it by generalising the
problem involved in ll).
(3). 'Ihird way. Change of Operand.
§ 354. Observing that in the form (27) we have an expo
nential factor, a third mode of algebrising (21) is suggested
viz., by putting in the exponential factor at the beginning.
This is the way. We ha\·e
(_/_>

l'+iu

)½ 1 =

E-at

Eat

(-p-)½ 1,
:p +2a

(28)

obviously. Now, here e01 may be shifted to the right, pro
vided we simultaneously change p to p - a. This makes the
last become
E
= E-a
,
(2ll)
t

(" - ay
J1+<ll

at

• How know that (27) ia right? Because, when t is turned to
(t2 - x'/v2)½ iu the I0 function, the re.-ult is the complete wave of current
entering the cable. The partial characteristic is satisfied, as well a.s the
terminal condition. This generalisatiou will occur further on.
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and now it is E•t l or Eat that is the operand, n9t 1. (If an operand
is always understood to be at the end, the unit operand may
be omitted in general, just as in arithmetical and algebraical
operations, and it is sometimes an advantage to omit it.) So
far only makes a pretty change; but we can go further. For
al

E

(30)

=_'!!_,

p- a

with unit operand understood.
Compare with (3), § 265.
Substituting (30).in (29), reduces it to
l
p
cat (p-a)½_E_=c""t
'
=E----,,t
(31)
2 2 ½
2 - a2y½
(1
p+ a p - a
a
(p
/p )

with unit operand again. Now expand by the binomial
theorem and algebrise. We get
E----,,t{l+½�+:!_:.il�
+��+
.. ,}
p• 22 i�P4
2s [� PG
a2 t2 a4t4
a6t6
....,,1
=E----,,t {l+-+-+--+
fL ... =e I0 (at),

22

2242

}

2242f

(32)

as required. See (23), � 338. Introduce the omitted factor
e/Lv into equations (28) to (32) to produce the working of the
electrical problem.
Here again, there are points to notice. The transformation
from (28) to (30) depends upon the property p" Eat = a" e•t.
That is, the potence of, p is, under the circumstances, simply
a, when n is integral. So
p" (uE•t) =e•t (p +a)"u,

(33)

if u is a function of t. Thus E may be shifted to the left by
increasing /J top+ a. Similarly
at

f(p) (uE0t)=E•tJ(p+a)u,

(34)

if j (p) is a rational integral function of p. We find that this
process is justifiable (by results) in the case of the irrational
functions of p we have had in question.
Having changed the operand and obtained (29), we then
change it to unity again, through (30). This is expressed by
p
(35)
J (p) 1 =c•t f(p-a)E"t = cat Pf( -a) 1.
-a

p

The result is to come to an entirely different kind of operator.
Instead of the first power of p under the radical sign, we have
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the square of p in (31). The subsequent expansion and
correct algebrisation in (32) are obvious.
But there is another thing to be noticed. Previously we
had p with the + sign under the radicals. Now it has the sign. Furthermore, it will be found that the alternative
method of expanding (31) fails. This point will be noticed
again.
Collecting results as regards lo(at), disconnected from
unnecessary constants, we have
Io (at) = eat (_P_)½ = e-ai (_P_)l
2a+p

p-2a

p+a ½ -al _ .,.......,-P-�
- p +a
-(p - a,) e - (p2 - a2)' • (36)
The operand is �1 or e-<11 when at the end. At the beginning
they are factors only. The operand is 1, when no time func
tion is written at the end.
So far there is only one constant essentially concerned along
with p, viz., a. But in the general case, when K is not
neglected, there are two constants involved. To this develop
ro�nt I now proceed.
-(p-a)\at

(4). V due to steady C whenR=O. Instantaneous
Impedance and Admittance.
§ 355. A case which is similar to that of § 353 occurs when
R is zero, making
V=(�)'c.
(37)
K+Sp
The form is the same as (21). So the developed solution is
the same for V due to C impressed as for C due to V impressed,
provided we interchange the electric and magnetic quantities
S and L, Rand K. For instance, if the source is the current
Ti, steady after t= 0, and zero before, then (27) is transformed
to
•
b = K/2S,
V= h e -btl0(bt),
(38)
Sv
which shows the voltage required to produce the steady
cm-rent.
The Sv that occurs here is the instantaneous admittance.
It is the reciprocal of Lv, the instantaneous impedance. In
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the distortionless circuit the impedance remains Lv always
(that is, in common units, 30 ohms x the number representing
the inductance per centim., say from 10 to 30 usually, accord
ing to the size of the wires and distance apart), unless
interfered with by reflection. But Lv is the instantaneous
impedance always, that is, whatever values R and K may have.
In the corresponding plane electromagnetic waves, E =µ,cH,
when undistorted, and the impedance is µ,v. It is only a
different way of reckoning, using the elements of Vand C
instead of the totals. That is, µ,v is the impedance for a unit
tube of flux of energy, and Lv is the total effective impedance
for the total flux. But if R and K (g and k in the proper
wave problem) are not balanced, the impedance immediately
begins to alter by reflection due to the unbalanced action of
g and k upon the magnetic and electric fluxes.
(5). C due to steady Vwhen S =0. The error
function again.
§ 356. If R and L are both zero, then V/C is 0, and C/V is
oo, obviously. But if K and S are both zero instead, then
C/Vis 0. In this case no finite voltage can produce a current,
because the resistance of the conductor is infinite, and the
leakage is stopped, both elastic and conductive.
If S is alone zero, then

0=

K½

(R+Lp)l

V=(�)1(1+ 2a)-i(�)1V.
R

JJ

]I

(89)

This is for a leaky circuit in which the permittance is of
insensible effect compared with the other influences. The
initial admittance is zero, the final is (R/R)\ the effective
steady conductance, as we see by putting p = oo and O in turn.
As regards the state at time t, when Vis steady, observe
that the method of expanding in rising powers of p appears to
fail. We get a constant term, plus an infinite series of zeros.
Now there are zeros and zeros. An absolute zero is like the
point in geometry, which you cannot see even when you use a
magnifying glass, as the schoolboy said. But some zeros can
be magnified, and an infinite number of them might make
finiteness. I do not think that is the explanation here, though.
But we can pass the matter over at present, because the other
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way of expanding by the binomial theorem, viz., in descending
powers of JJ, presents no difficulty. Thus,
1. . 5
1 3
4
=
� (�)- +. --} ( 0)
�
+�
- 2K ½ (at)½ _ (at)i+ 1.3 (a;)t _ 1.3. 5 (a;);+ ... 4l)
} (
( ){
R
=! (Kt ½{l - Rt+ _!_(Rt)2 _ __!_ (Rt 3+ ... }·
(4:3)
1!'1 L)
3L 5� L
7� L)

(�Y { (;Y -(;Y
ll

ti

(�Y-

e.l!

�

l1

This is complete, the integrations being done at sight by
p-111 = t"/1.!!., as explained in § 351. Or, in terms of the error
function, before used,
� = (�)'erf

(�tt

(43)

It is curious in how widely different a manner this function
ariees now. See §247.
(6). V due to steady C when L=0. Two ways.
§ 357. There is a similar case when Lis alone zero. Then
½
V=
½ C, or J_ = (�'\ erf (Kt)\
(44)
l::i
C
K;
K+Sp
when C is steady, as "l"l"e see by comparing with (39) and (43),
and interchanging symbols. But it will be more instructive to
vary the method. We ha,e, when C is constant,

(___!_)

l
6 = (�Y(p+\i ', ) 1 = (�)\-�� e9h =c-�'(�Yp½(l � 2b/p) (4 5)

by c·hanging the operand from 1 to ,P,1 , and then to 1 again,
in the manner of § 354. Or
� = (�) \-2oi{

(:Y+ (:Y + (:t + · · · }.

_ fR)i -2l>l{(2bt)½ (2bt); (2bt)i
+ I% + . . . } '
- \K E
lt + l¾

-

2

t

= �lcKl/S�t) ! { 1 + ½( � ) + 3 �

i�!�) + ... },
2

(46)

showing the result in terms of the product of an exponential
and another series. Multiplying them together, we shall
obtain the result (44) again.
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(7). V due to steady C when S is zero. Two ways.
§ 358. Connected with the last examples is the inversion of
the same. Say,
R
v=( fpY C=

(�IY(1 +iPyc.

(47)

By the process of § 356, we obtain
V ... R t � -½+ _.! ½ _ 1.1 � ! 1.l.3 � i _ .
..}
( ) {( )
( )+
½( )
Lp
Lp
2.4 Lp
2.4.6 (Lp)
C
K

t

=(if:.Y{1+t-3�(�Y+5�(� r-7� (� y+. · ·}.
t

(48)
This is straightforward enough, but there is a simpler way
still. For
�=R +Lp(_!_ ½=R +Lp(K ½erf(Rt)\
(49)
R+Lp)
K
R)
L
C
K
by using (43), which is the solution of (39). Only one diffe
rentiation is now concerned. When executed, the result is
(48). But it is not a general truth that we may introduce
(R+Lp)/(R· .. Lp) and consider it to represent 1. We did
the integration represented by the denominator first. If
we do the differentiation first, it will make a difference.
Thus pp-1 l=pt=l, butp· 1pl=p0=0, unless we sayp- 1pl

c

rl

tO

=p-1 -= -=1. This property has to be remembered someI �
times.
(8). All constants finite. C due to V varying as E - pt.
§ 359. Now let all four electrical constants be finite. Then
+
+
+
C= (K Sp)'v= _!_(2b p)½ V= _!_(p p-<,)½v, (50)
R+Lp
Lv 2a+p
Lv p+p+O'
where there are only two effective constants, a and b, or p and O',
connected thus,
(51)
a=R/2L, b=K/2S, p=a+b, u=a- b.
When u=0 we have the distortionless case, and when u=p
we have the case of no leakage, § 353.
Now we can expand each of the two radicals in (50) in
powers of p-1; their product is then a series in rising powers
of p-1. The algebrisation is then immediate, by integrations

'
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according to p-•1 = t"fln. But this is a mechanical and com
plicated process, without illumination, and the resulting series
contains p and a- in a way that does not show plainly how to
simplify it. So vary the method.
Introduce Ept into the operand, by simultaneously intro
ducing the factor e -pt , and turning p to p +p. Follow (35).
Then (50) becomes
0= E-pt (P a- ½eptV = E-pt (P - a- le,
)
)
(52)
Lv p+aLv \p+aif,= Vept. If e is constant, or the voltage is the special one
u.-pt, we can solve at once. Thus

-

��:Y

= (1-�) (1- � -½ = (1-�)1o<a-t),

(58)

by (36). Here one integration upon I0(a-t) is wanted. The
result is
a-t 2 1.3 a-t 5
t
C = e e -p {Io (a-t) - (a-t + ( ) + ( ) + • • • )}• (54)
Lv
21� 2.41�
The initial current is efLv. The final current is zero, of
course, because the voltage falls to zero.
(9). C due to V varying as c KtfS, Discharge of a charged
into an empty Cable.
§ 360. A more significant case is got by letting the voltage
decay in a different way. Say V =c Kt/de, where e is constant,
Then the first of (52) becomes
_ e e - pt (p a- 1 <T _ e - pt T ,..,
C --- --) E t--E -'()VO'
( )
(55)
Lv p+aLv
by (86). Here we have a compact solution, differing from (27)
in having p and a- instead of both a-. When K=O, we fall
back upon the case (27).
This solution is important thus. Imagine a cable which is
infinitely long both ways, to be charged initially to transverse
voltage 2e on the left side and zero on the right side of the
origin. V will instantly fall to e at the origin, and its later
value will be V =ec KtfS, as in the abo,e. This is, therefore,
the voltage impressed upon the initially empty cable to the
right. The resulting current is (55). It will be generalised
later to represent the complete wave of current.

-
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Notice, in passing, that in the course of the transformations
employed we are engaged incidentally upon other problems
than those under discussion. For example, (52) shows that if
E-pt
p+CT ½e,
C =--e,
then V =£-pt(-(56)
)
Lv
p-CT
which shows the voltage needed to make the current vary
as e-Pt.
(10). C due to steady V, and V due to steady C.
§ 361. Now let the impressed voltage V itself be constant.
Then we have
K+Sp
v(K+Sp) °
C_
(57)
(R+Lp)'(K+ Sp)! {p+ p)2 CT2p
This can, by what has been done, be reduced to a single
integration. First, we have
p- p
p
= E - pt JJ2 _
p 2 ½ , (58)
{(p + p)2 _ CT2 }½ = E - pt (pi_ CT2i p.....!!_
(
CT )
_p

v-

-

by the process (35); or, by (36)
f)

{(p+p)"-u--{'
Using this in (57) we obtain

= E-pt I0\ICTt).

(59)

_Q = _!__ (1 +

�{) e - pt I0(CTt).
(60)
V Lv
Sp
Thus the C due to V constant, when all four electrical
properties are active, is expressed in terms of a known
function, and its time-integral, the residual p- 1 meaning
integration from O to t.
V = 2- 1 + � e pt Io(CTt)
(CH)
Similarly,
(
C Sv
Lp)
is the V when C is constant (always understanding that t=O
begins the operand). We get the last by interchanging
symbols R and K, L and S. The symbol p does not change,
but CT is negatived, though this makes no difference in �o (CTt).
(11). C due to impulsive V, and V due to impulsive C.
§ 362. If V =pP, where Pis a constant, the case is that 0f
an impulsive voltage, total P, generating the momentum l'.
the space integral of LC.
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Then, by (GO),
PEp
C= -(p+p-CT)£-PtJ0CTt=--pt (p-CT)lo(CTt).
Lv
Lv
Or, executing the differentiations,
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(G2)

(63)
C=_! €-ptCT{I1 (CTt) - l0(CTt)}.
Lv
This shows the current due to the impulsive voltage. It is
negative when CT is positive, and positive when .CT is negative.
That is, if R is in excess, the current following tlie impulse
is back from the cable ; if in deficit, it is forward, into the
cable.
Similarly,
Q
V= -�t-pt(p +CT)lo(CTt)= €-p tCT{l 1 (ut) + I0 (ut)}, (G-!)
Sv

Sv

obtained from (62), (63), by interchanges, represents V due to
the sudden injection of the charge Q, followed by insulation.
That is, C=pQ is the datum, ahd V follows. It is positive
when CT is positive and negative when CT is negative.
From these we conclude that if the cable is infinitely long
both ways, and the charge Q or the momentum P be suddenly
introduced at the origin, then
Q
€-pt(p+CT)lo(CTt), 0=�€-pt(p-CT)l0 (CTt) (G.3}
V=
2 Sv
2Lv
represent the resulting V at the origin in one case, and C in
the other. If the line is not infinitely long, these are still
true for a time, until in fact the first reflected wave arrives at
the origin. The halving is done because P and Q immediately
split into halves which separate. It should be noted that (G5)
represent V or C in the middle of the tail connecting the two.
heads or waves at distance ± vt from the origin. See § 203.
The complete wave formulre will follow.
Cubic under radical. Reversibility of Operations.
Distribution of Operators.
§ 363. Observe that we have algebrised (p2 + Ap + B)-lp.l.
For it is the same as (59) above, if A=2p and B=p2-•CT2•
That is,

(66}
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The extension to a cubic under the radical sign is t'.:erefore
suggested, say
p
U=
(67)
(p 3 + ap t + bp + c

i

We can reduce it to a quadratic by making the operand be
� --, where x is one of the roots of the cubic. Turn p top- x,
and put � at the beginning and ext at the end, or (1 +x/p)-1
at the end, or earlier .. Thus
:ct

.P

U=fxt L

· that is,

.

p +x {p,2 + (3x + a)p +.�x2 + 2ax + b}'
�1

_E!_

cF1I

(Gt),

'

(68)
(69)

o
p+x
when F and G are known, by (63). This may be carried
further, but it would be out of place here, having no imme
<liate relation to the matter in hand.
The following is more to the point, concerning the reversi
bility of th_e operations used. That

p
Io(O"t)(70)
- ( 2 _ 0"2)1 I
p
is clear by inspection of the form of the I0 function, and then
putting it in terms of powers of p-J.. We get a series which
the binomial theorem allows us to write in the form (67), pro
vided we understand that in expanding it, we are to employ
integrations, not differentiations.
But it is also true that
2
(P - u2)½10(0"t) = 1.
(71)
Expand by the binomial theorem again in rising powers of
p- 1, and execute the work on I0 (0"t). The coefficient of every
power of t vanishes save the zeroth, leaving the result 1.
In connection with this, and with some of the preceding
work, it is to be noted that if we have an operator 0 which is
the product of any number of others, say,
1l = 01 = cp1</>.</>31,
(72)
3.nd if the type of ¢1 is
'P i = Gt + b@ - 1 + C@-2 +, •. ,

(78)

that is a series in rising powers of p-1, and if all the cp's are
-0f this kind, then the same is true for the resultant 0, and in
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whatever order the cf, 's are written. So there are all sorts of
ways of algebrising (72), which are bound to lead to the same
function, if properly followed, though intermediately we may
be led to all sorts of functions. We may regard u as
(¢1cf,2)cp3l, or (cf,2cp8)cf,1 l, &c. The utility of such changes
is to bring operational solutions to more convenient forms
for algebrisation, by changes in the operand and operator.
The matter is not so limited as it was just now stated. It
is not always necessary to keep to positive powers of p-1, 'that
is to integrations. Sometimes a series of differentiations may
equivalently replace a series of integrations. But sufficient
of theory now. Practice is more important, and the final
integration involved in (60) remains to be done.
(12). Development of Equation (60). C due to steady V.
§ 364. There are several ways of obtaining a full development
of the solution (60), one or two of which may be done here,
with side matters. We have to find the time integral of
c-PtJ0(crt), and a first way is to shift the exponential to the
left, thus
1
cPt p
e-pt
t 0(crt)=---I
-E_PI
( 74 )
0 (crt)=-u, say.
p

p p-p

p

Here the operation (p- p)-1 to find u must be done by integra
tions, like the p- 1 from which it arose. So
a- t
s
2
cr't'
p
p
-+...) (I + U= (.p
- + p2
- +p
(75 )
2• + -+
2242 ...) .
p8
2 2

This is integrable at sight, making
4
cr2t2 cr't'
cr2t2
a- t
2 2( 1
1' = pt ( 1 + 2 +
2 3 22 42 5 + . . .) + p t Ii+ 22 3 . 4 + 2242 5.6 + ...
cr't'
cr 2t2
3 3 I
(76)
+p t ( + 22 3.4.5 + 22425.6.7+ ... ) + ... ,
�
where the law of the coefficients is obvious, every set being
the integral of the preceding one. Therefore, by (60),
4

�)u}

)

C= i cPt { l0 (crt) + (1 (77)
v
expresses the complete development in one form, showing the
C due to steady V when all four properties of the circuit are
in operation. The part involving u goes put when there is
no leakage.
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As a check upon (77), another way may be indicated. We
have
C = Lv
� cPt (1 - '.::) (1 -- cr"�)-\pt ,
(78)
71
Ji
by the first of (52). Here write out the operand €pt in full,
then operate on it by (1- cr2/p2 )-½ expanded in rising powers
of p-2, and then operate on the result by (1- cr/p). We shall
obtain (77;, after a little rearrangement of terms. There is
nothing particular to notice in the process, so the details need
not be giYen.
(13). Another Development of Equation (60).

§ 365. But with a view to finding possible better forms of
the function u, do (78) without expanding Ept first, so that the
result is in terms of €pt and its integrals. We then get
2
C = �€- pt{Io(crt) + (1- �)(E rt- 1 + ½ cr2 (Ept - e2 )
p
Lv
p
0
t
'"'
\
1
.3.5
cr
1.3
a-'
t
p
+ --- ( E - e41 + -- -° (l - e6 ) + .. , } ,
( ,9)
.
2.4 p'
2. 4 . 6 p
where en is the sum of the first n+ 1 terms of the series for Ept.
Now, in (79) the inside exponential is cancelled by the outside
one. The part of C not containing t may therefore be exhi
bited separately. Thus,

1

L(1-�)(1+½;: + ... )=L(1-�)(1-;:r =(!t

(80)

by the definition of p and er. So (79) becomes
C = V (K)½+ V €-pt{Io(crt)Lv
,H

(1 -�)p (1 + ½ p� e

2
i 2

) }
1.3 cr4
• e• + ... . (81)
2.4 p
Another modification is got by arranging the function n as
it appears in (79) in powers of pt. We get
p2 2 8 S
C-=5'_ €- pt{'.::ro (crt)+ (1- �) { (1+pt)+ ( t + p t )i1

+

,

L!•

P

,

p

[_2_

�

p6t6 p 7t 7
p't4 p't6 )
/d ( + )fs+ ... } , (82)
+ (� +
(_Q !.'!:
�
where fn is the sum of the first n + l terms in the expansion
of (1- /p9) -½ in rising powers of er/p by the binomial theorem,
<Y

2
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and the coefficients of the fs are the successive terms, in
pairs, of the expansion of EPt . It is a curious form. It can
be seen to be correct in the two cases er= 0 and er=p.
Comparing (82) with (77), we require this identity,
I0 (crt)+ (1-�)u=�I0(crt)

lt� p3tS
CT
(88)
+ (1- ) { (1+pt)+ (J2 + ) f1+, .. } ,
p
or, which is the same,
5t 5 .
p2t2 p3t S
p4t4
) /1 + ( 4 +p !2 + ... (84)
U= -Io(ut)+l+pt+ ( � +
)
,
1
This may be verified by means of (76), rearranging terms
therein.

13

ra

I

�

(14). Third Development of Equation (60).
Integration by Parts.
§ 366. Lastly, compare the results with those got by the
process of integration by parts. We have
1 -pt
1
E-pt la (ut)dt= [�0 (ut)] + £ pl0 (crt)dt.
(85)
a
-p
a
a P
Repeat this process again and again, and we get
= [E- pt(l+f + P: + P: + • • .)Io(crt)]'
p
-p
p p
a
1
= £-p t �(ut) ' =
-pt I0 (ut)
£
(86)
[ -p 1-p pJ a (p 2 -cr2)1 --1 p/p'
p
/
It is to be understood here that (l -p/p)- 1 is done by differ
entiations. We therefore make (78) or (60) become
C=
)½+Lv E- pt Io (ut)- VKv c pt Io(crt) • (87)
R
I-p/p
p
This agrees with (81), provided that
er
I0(ut)
= 1 + ½� e. +� ' e,+... ,
(88)
2.4 p,
I-p/p
p
and this may be verified by carrying out the differentiations
on the left side.
ow we also know that

J1

f

v(�

:!

2

"

__fll!_J a(ut) = u,
I -p/p
this being done by integrations.

as above in (76),

(89)
X
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So, adding the results (88) and (89), this mathematical
result follows :-

�(J-l)"'l (0-t)= pePt . ,
p
,
p
( I+-+
... +-+ ... ) l0 (o-t)=�
0
_a:,
. (pt - o-J )'
p
p
p

(90)

the summation including all integr3l values of m, including
zero.
The results are all consistent. But it is unfortunate that
the additional terms brought in by leakage do not seem to be
reducible to a single known simple function. If it could be
so, then the result could be readily generalised to express the
complete wave of current. If not, then we must rest satisfied
with one or other cumbrous form of series.
(15). Generalisation. The Complete Wave of C due to V
at the origin varying as e-Kt/d.
§ 367. Having now got full results as regards V/C and C/V
at the origin under different circumstances, we can go on
to generalise them in certain cases. Consider (55) for ex
ample. Say,
(91)
This is the cu�rent produced at the origin (x=O) when the
voltage there is V0=e c Kt/s, e being constant, beginning when
t=0. If the cable is short-circuited at the origin, V0 may be
regarded as a variable impressed voltage inserted. If infi
nitely long both ways, then the impressed voltage must be
2V0 • But we may also regard V0 as being produced not by
impressed voltage but by an initial state, namely, V = 2e initially
on the whole of the left side of the origin.
Now, at distance x, we have
where

(92)

The current must be the same at the same distance on the
negative side as on the positive. We may therefore put
cash qx for e-tJ%. So
C= cash q:r:...!.... e - pt l0 (o-t).
Lt·

(93)
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Shift c - pt to the left. Then
eE- pt

X
cosh -{p2 - a-2)1 • 10(crt).
(94)
V
LV
This gives C by direct differentiations, since only the integral
powers of (p2 - cr2) are involved. Now
(cr2 -p2) I0 (crt)= r1pI0 (crt) = cr2 11 (crt),
(95)
rrt
.and generally,
(cr2 _ p 2) I,,.(crt) = (2m + l )t-ip I,,,(crt)
(96)
(o-t)m
• (crt)"'

C= -

= (2 n i + 1) cr2 �+,(crt)
(97)
(crt) m+l
This general property is proved by the differential �quation
of x-mJ,,.(x), �336, equation (2); see also (18), §337. Apply
ing (96) to (94), we obtain
pt

+ __!:__ t_(t-'p )t
C=ee- {l-½�(t-lp)
v2
2.4 11
Lv
1 X ( -I )S
---6 I p + ... }10 (<Tt) 1 (98)
2.4.6 V
and, if we use (97) we get
2
P1 (crt) + (<T·v) 4 Plut)
ee- p
cr C=
{P O ( t)
v
2"
t•
Lv
2"4 2
4

6

t

(crx)

- ((T:) ;:i:�l + ... } ,
0

(99)

where P,,.(crt) is the function got by dividing Im(ut) by its first
term, so that the first term of Pm itself is unity. Of course
the convergent formula is used, equation (23), § 338. Thus
2
2
2
Pm(ut)=l+ (½crt ) (1+ (�crt) (1+ (½crt) ••• • (10 0)
l
2 .m+2
1.m+
3 .m+3
Now (99) is nothing more than the expanded form of

C=�Cpt 10 {�(v2 t2 -x2 /},
(101)
Lv
v
as may be seen by arranging its expansion in a series of
powers of x2 • Therefore, the last equation is the generalisa
tion required. Comparing with (91), we see that vt is turned
to (v 2t 2 - x2)• in the 1 0 function.
x2
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At the time t the region occupied by the current extends
only to the distance vt from the origin. Beyond that distance·
the current is zero. Equation (101) therefore expresses a
wave, whose front travels at speed v. At the wave front the·
current is (e/Lv)cPt . Since the 10 function has been tabu
lated, the shape of the current curve along x, at successive
moments of time, can be readily calculated.
(16). Summary of Work showing the Wave of C due to V
at origin varying as c Kt, s.
§ 368. The above· i3 by far the simplest way of obtaining
the wave solution, without prior knowledge. Of course, if it,
is already known that the formula satisfies the characteristic·
partial differential equation of C, there is no difficulty in,
finding the nature of the problem of which it is the solution.
But it would not be reasonable to expect people to possess the·
prior knowledge.
Seeing that the preceding portion of this Chapter contains
the treatment of various other cases than this important one,
it is desirable to exhibit collected separately the various steps.
in the process of deduction. First, from the connections of
voltage and current,
dV
dC
- - = (R+Lp)C,
-- = (K+ Sp)V,
(102),
dx
dx
we deduce the characteristic
d2V
=(R+L11)(K+Sp)V = q2V;
(103),
dx2
from which we conclude that
V = EqxA + c qxB,
{104)·
required
in
general
when
A
type
of
solution
and
Bare
is the
time functions, and that the c qx part is the only one wanted
when we send disturbances into an empty cable ; so -that
C = E-qx co,
C = (K + Sp)½v
V = E-qxvo,
(105)·
o
R+Lp o,
express V and C in terms of VO and 00 at the origin, which
are themselves connected by the third equation. So
(106}·
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•by making the operand be V 0£Pt . Then let £PtVO= f.4te, where
.eis constant; or V0=ec /3• This makes

<r)

K1

,H - pt
e £ - pt p - ½ p
(107)
( t),
Co---(-- __ a:::_ Iocr
Lo ,, + a- l' - aLv.
folly realised. Finally, generalise for the complete wave,

p
C= �xco= cash ']X Co= e £ - t cos !:(a-2 - }' )1• lo(a-t), (108)
v
Lv
-which develops to
e£-pt
2 2
2 !]
(109)
C=--1
-(vt
-x)
Lv 0 v
If we do not make use of the property of equality of the
current at x and-x, without discontinuity at_ the origin, we
have
C= cosh qx . C0 - shin qx . C0,
instead of as in (108), but the additional part will not bring
in any new terms, because its first term will involve
(110)
(p2 - a-2)1J0 (a-t)=pl,
by (71), and the rest involve complete differentiations upon
the first term.
2

[<r

(17). Derivation of the Wave of V from the Wave of C.
§ 369. To obtain the formula for the V wave corresponding
to (109), there are m,my ways of working. First, we may use
the C formula itself, and the second circuital law. We have
V

_d_ =(R+Lp)C=L(p+p+a-)C
dx

e.£-p !
=-(p+ a-)Io
V

[<r-(v'1-t -x2)'],
2

V

(111)

by (109).
Therefore V is the negative of the x integral of the right
member, provided it is standardised properly, to have the
value e-Kt/i3 at the origin. Now, looking at the expansion (99},
we see that its x integral will vanish at the origin, So the
real value at the origin must be added on. We therefore get
V =u-pt {£ut

�

a-

a-

3

(1 +�)[ :P0 -( ;) ;� + (;)

6

/;;25-

··]}
(112)
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for a. complete development of the V wave. There is one time
differentiation concerned. We have
(ll8)
f p (<Tt) = <TtPm+i(<Tt) 1
cr

m

2(m+l)

by (100). From this,

Jm(crt) + Im+1(crt),
(l14)
(1 + t)pm(<Tt) = 2m171
L
(crt)"'
cr
Using this in (112), we obtain the equivalent form,
3
V =e (-pt{Eut - crx(Io + I1) + (crx) l1 � I2
V
crtlo
V
s f2 +I3 ···}· (l15)
+
�
V
(crt)2
The argument of all the I functions is crt.
This is not so compact as the C formula. But there is a
similar peculiarity 'in the corresponding formulre in pure
diffusion, the current being given by an exponential formula,
the voltage by the error function. See�§ 246, 247.

_ �(�)

(18). The Wave of V independently developed.
§ 370. Another way of getting the V formula is more
primitive. Do not use the developed C formula, but work
from the beginning. Thus,
V = c"""'V0 =e c"")u-p)t,
(116}
u pt
because the voltage at the origin is e/ - ) . Now for c""'put
(cosh - shin)qx, and shift E - pt to the left. Then

V =e E-P1(cosh - shin)�(p2 - cr2)1. Eut,
V

(117}

Here the cosh part involves only complete differentiations
upon �t, and the potence of p2 cr2 is zero. Only the first
term of the cosh function does anything. So we get

.

1

-

-

shin.:7(p2 - cr2)1
p2 cr2 1 ut •
v
e-pt
�t
V=e
(p2-cr•)I ( - ) E }
But here
(p2 - cr2)V t = (p + rr)Io(<Tt),
by (36). So
2

(118}
(11�)

V =e-(-pt {Eut -:(p + cr)[l - _x /<T2 -p2) + .. ,JI0 (crt)}• (120)
.
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